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Abstract
This study was concerned with the state of computer education classes in public schools outside
of Amman. The acquisition of computer skills and knowledge is currently very important for
Jordanian students in order to enter a university after graduation and for finding a well-paying
job in the Gulf States or in Jordan itself. The researcher visited two public schools and
interviewed school teachers, administrators, and Ministry of Education officials in order to
determine the major obstacles facing computer education in these environments. A questionnaire
was also administered to students of the 9th grade at both schools to determine the extent of their
computer usage as well as their opinions about computer education at their schools. Finally,
student test grades in computer classes were analyzed to measure student’s performance in
computer tasks. It was found that the schools suffered from computer hardware shortages to
varying degrees as well as internet connection problems. The Ministry’s top-down control of
most aspects of the educational system was concluded to be impairing the capacity for teachers
to best instruct their students. The training available for computer teachers was determined to be
inadequate as were their opportunities to communicate with the Ministry of Education. Students
were found to have good access to computers outside of school but less access to internet, and
they performed poorly on computer tests. A major component of this research is a list of
practical suggestions for the improvement of computer education in public schools which appear
at the end of this report along with suggestions for future research.

Topic Codes: 201 Education: General; 202 Education: Administration; 227 Sociology of
Education; 229 Teacher Training; 230 Technology.
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I. Introduction
The idea for this research was initially founded as a result of listening to various guest
lecturers from the School for International Training’s (SIT) “Jordan: Modernization and Social
Change” program for American students studying abroad in Amman. As one of the students on
this program, the researcher was struck by a paradox in the thematic content of these lectures.
While many of the lecturers cited education as one of the most important factors for Jordan’s
modernization and future success, not a single lecture chose education as its primary theme.
Therefore, the shortage of information about Jordanian education in this program, however
disappointing, presented an opportunity for further study as part of SIT’s Independent Research
Project which each student is required to complete.
Countries often look to their educational system as one of the main factors that will
determine their future prospects. This focus is logical simply because the qualities of a country’s
youth are shaped by the education available in the nation’s schools. Within education, the
concept of “modernization” for schools is often linked to their implementation of new
technologies, especially computers. Since computers are a constantly evolving field, a school’s
use of computer technology has become a popular way to determine if the school is “up-to-date”
and forward-looking. This focus on technology as a way to judge a school’s modernity and
progress is not found only in the Jordanian educational system, but in schools across the globe,
including those in the United States.
At the Ministry of Education in Jordan, it is widely known that the computer education
program is facing numerous problems, especially in schools outside of Amman which have
historically received less attention than schools within the capital. However, given the size of the
issue, there have been relatively few efforts made to document or research these problems to a
significant degree. Most research into computer education in Jordan is also Arabic-language
research which has yet to be translated into other languages and is therefore inaccessible to many
interested readers. The current research sought to identify the main problems facing computer
education in Jordanian public schools outside of Amman as well as to provide suggestions for its
improvement. The researcher wanted to provide a potentially unique perspective on these issues
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given his background in American psychological research and his first-hand experience with the
public education system in the United States. Additionally, there is hope that more Englishlanguage research into Jordan’s computer education system will increase the attention paid to
this important issue, demonstrate that there is interest in the subject and therefore encourage the
translation of existing research, and also encourage future studies by researchers of all
backgrounds.
This remainder of this report is organized into seven sections. Section (II) provides
background information on the Jordanian educational system in general and specific information
on computer education courses in public schools. Section (III) comprises the literature review for
the research and establishes a theoretical framework used to interpret the research’s findings.
Section (IV) describes in detail the methodology of this study including some of the problems
faced as a result of the field research. Section (V) provides the results and analysis of a
Questionnaire administered to students as part of the research as well as analysis of student test
grades in their computer classes. Section (VI) provides suggestions for the improvement of the
computer education system and the related justifications for these ideas. Section (VII) concludes
this report with a discussion of its overall findings as well as suggestions for future research.
This section is followed by a bibliography and then appendices in Section (VIII) which includes
the documentation used for this study. A separate set of appendices is included on the CD
attached to this report which features photography conducted as part of the research.
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II. Background
In order to understand the context in which the research was conducted, it is necessary to
provide background information on the basics of the Jordanian educational system and how the
computer education courses are designed. The following is a brief introduction to Jordan’s
educational system and the challenges of the information age in Jordan:
Educational development in Jordan accelerated rapidly in 1970 following the
implementation of a plan to create human capital for the future of the state 1 . Evidence of
Jordan’s success in education has not been difficult to find. The literacy has risen from 33% in
1961 to around 87% in 1999 2 . Similarly, the percentage of the population with formal education
rose from 52% in 1979 up to 85% in 2004 3 . Today, compared to its neighbors, Jordan spends a
relatively high amount of its GDP (5.72%) on education, approximately 1% above the average,
trailing Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Yemen 4 .
In public schools, grades 1 through 10 follow a curriculum which includes Islamic
education, Arabic, English, math, science, social studies, civic education, vocational education,
arts education, physical education 5 , and computer education. Grades 11 and 12 constitute the
secondary stage, where students are divided up among different career tracks such as medicine,
law, or IT depending on their test scores on standardized exams. Co-educational schools exist in
Jordan up until around the fourth grade. However, for the 9th grade, which the current research
focused on, the male and female students are separated into boys’ schools and girls’ schools.
In terms of structure, the educational system is very top-heavy 6 . Specifically, all
Jordanian schools follow a standard national curriculum, meaning all schools use the same

1

Al-Khaldi, Mwafaq Dandan. "Educational Attainment of Jordan's Population and Labor Force." Journal of Social
Sciences, January 2006.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
4
Benard, Cheryl. "Fixing What's Wrong-and Buildong on What's Right-With Middle East Education." SAIS Review
26, no. 2 (Summer-Fall 2006), 36.
5
El-Sheikh Hasan, Omar H. "Improving the Quality of Learning: Global Education as a Vehicle for School
Reform." Theory into Practice 39, no. 2 (Spring 2000), 98.
6
Al-Khaldi, “Educational Attainment Jordan’s Population”.
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textbooks and the same state-determined grading procedures 7 with only a few exceptions. The
curriculum for each subject is detailed in formal documents sent to the schools by Jordan’s
Ministry of Education 8 . Teachers also will receive training in use of curriculum materials to
make sure Ministry’s guidelines are followed 9 .
The design of computer education courses in Jordanian public schools demonstrates
many of the trends mentioned above. Students begin computer education classes in 7th grade and
continue through to the end of the secondary stages 10 . Specifically, this research focused on the
9th grade in public schools and the following information reflects their experience in particular,
although much of the information applies to all grades who receive computer education. Students
have two computer classes each school week, and each class is 45 minutes long 11 . Classes are
usually held in a school’s computer lab. The curriculum for any computer subject is often
divided into two fields, theoretical material and practical material. Theoretical material is usually
learned through writing exercises and lectures, while practical material always involves the
student sitting at an actual computer to practice the lesson 12 . Programs students learn include
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Access), programming languages such as Quick
Basic, Visual Basic, and FrontPage, as well as Adobe Photoshop CS2. Students also learn about
more general concepts such as computer networking, modems, and use of the Windows
operating system.
As in other subjects, the Ministry of Education exerts a significant level of control over
the computer education curriculum. This curriculum plan is outlined in full detail in a handbook
distributed to each teacher. Teachers are not only required to teach all the material in the
handbook, but are required to teach it in the style outlined in the literature 13 , which gives
teachers very little control over their lesson plans. Additionally, the quality of the computer labs
is almost fully determined by the Ministry of Education. Public schools lack an official budget

7

Adely, Fida. "The Mixed Effects of Schooling for High School Girls in Jordan: The Case of Tel Yahya."
Comparative Education Review 48, no. 4 (November 2004).
8
El-Sheikh Hasan, “Improving Quality of Learning”, 98.
9
Ibid., 98.
10
Shaheen, Rami Omar, interview by Ketan Gajria. Um Al-Hiran Computer Supervisor Interview (May 1, 2007).
11
Awad, Ahmad, interview by Ketan Gajria. Al-Juwaideh Computer Teacher Interview (April 23, 2007); Ismael,
Iyad Mohammed, interview by Ketan Gajria. Um Al-Hiran Computer Teacher Interview (May 2, 2007)..
12
Ismael, Um-Al Hiran Computer Teacher.
13
Awad, Al-Juwaideh Computer Teacher.
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for their computer education departments 14 and therefore cannot choose where to focus funding
for computer technology. Instead, schools receive all computer hardware and most of their
software directly from the Ministry 15 . Therefore, aside from the amount of floor space, the
quality of a school’s computer lab is wholly determined by the type of equipment the Ministry
decides to distribute to a school.
Jordan’s goals for Information and Communication Technology (ICT) are outlined in a
plan known as the “REACH” initiative. The acronym refers to the focuses of the plan which
include “Regulatory Framework”, “Enabling Environment and Infrastructure”, “Advancement of
National IT Programs”, “Capital and Finance”, and “Human Resource Development.16 ” The
REACH plan exists as a continuously updated document that has primarily introduced a
“marriage between the private and public sectors” in Jordan 17 . Specific policies resulting from
this cooperation have included the drive to develop and IT Industry Association in Jordan, the
streamlining of customs procedures, relaxing of labor laws, the passing of electronic commerce
(e-commerce) legislation, and the government providing industry with access to high speed
communication lines 18 . In spite of these plans and in spite of the fact that King Abdullah II is
reported to be “greatly committed to improving the ICT sector in Jordan” 19 , the country’s
electronic infrastructure is still in need of improvement. Internet access for Jordanians has
traditionally been expensive due to the expense of local phone calls, although the government
made a point of ending Jordan Telecom’s monopoly over such services in 2004 in order to
encourage local competition and lower costs 20 . Nonetheless, only several years ago, the cost of a
PC was equivalent to 80% of an average Jordanian’s salary. Since then the computer assembly
market has been trying to expand in efforts to increase production and in turn lower costs.
Nonetheless these barriers to home ownership of an internet-capable PC have resulted in the
slow growth of e-commerce in Jordan, which is still virtually non-existent to this day. Jordanians

14

Abdllghani, Zahar, interview by Ketan Gajria. Al-Juwaideh Administrator Interview (April 23, 2007); Interview
by Ketan Gajria. Anonymous Interview (April 22, 2007); Shaheen, Um Al-Hiran Computer Supervisor.
15
Abdllghani, Al-Juwaideh Administrator Interview.
16
Ministry of Education. Analysis: National ICT Strengths and Weaknesses. Amman: Ministry of Education, Circa
2003.
17
Ibid.
18
Ibid.
19
Ibid.
20
Ibid.
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have conventionally been more inclined to drive to a local store as opposed to shopping online
and paying shipping costs 21 .
The Jordanian government itself instituted an “E-Government program” several years ago
to “computerize” various government branches and put them on the web, although the success of
the program has depended average citizens having online capability in order to access this
information 22 . Currently, the Ministry of Education is accessible online with its own website and
ability to be contacted by email. However, the current research found problems with this type of
communication, which will be discussed later on in the paper. The government has also struggled
with legal problems stemming from technology. Although the government has passed laws
protecting software copyrights and electronic transactions, the country’s high rate of piracy
makes these laws difficult to enforce 23 . Indeed, pirated electronic material is available most
popular shopping areas in Amman. In the case of DVDs, established stores that sell pirated
material are allowed to co-exist right alongside legitimate businesses in all parts of the city and
pirated DVDs are usually available concurrent with a film’s theatrical release in the country’s
cinemas.
Jordan also faces issues with its workforce in the technological field. It is true that
technology-related higher education is fairly desirable, although medicine and engineering are
still the most desirable fields 24 . However, Jordan’s best technological professionals are often
lured away from the country by higher-paying jobs in the Gulf, as well as by lucrative
opportunities in Europe and the United States 25 .
Jordan’s computer education efforts therefore exist in a country that is struggling to meet
the expectations of a rapidly developing ICT culture. Jordan’s reliance on foreign investment and
efforts to strengthen ties with “Western” nations such as the United States likely only increase
these types of pressures for computerization as a means of “modernization.” This environment is
also the context in which the current research was conducted and must be appreciated in order to
understand the conclusions that this research imparts.
21

Ibid.
Ibid.
23
Ministry of Education. Analysis: National ICT Strengths and Weaknesses. Amman: Ministry of Education, Circa
2003.
24
Zoepf, Katherine. "Jordan's Ambitious Plan." The Chronicle of Higher Education 53, no. 7 (October 2006).
25
Ministry of Education, “National ICT Strengths and Weaknesses.”
22
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III. Rationale
Studies analyzing the implementation of computer technology in schools and the use of
computers by children were consulted to construct a theoretical framework for this research.
Unfortunately there is a shortage of accessible English-language literature available on computer
education in Jordan. For this reason, implementation studies from “Western” countries including
the United Kingdom, the United States, and Canada formed the backbone of this literature
review. While there are certainly cross-cultural differences in computer education in schools, this
review focused on the universal difficulties schools face when asked to implement new
technology. However, it must be noted that the researcher’s personal background is with
computer education in the United States, and certain biases exist based on the pros and cons of
the American public education system. However, this difference in background provide this
literature review as well as the research itself with a potentially different perspective on ideas for
Jordan’s computer education system. Some of the implementation studies are from several years
ago. However, this is merely the result of the fact that many of the schools in the studies began
their implementation efforts earlier than Jordanian public schools have and there are lessons to
learn from the issues that those schools originally faced.
The first article consulted was a 1998 study 26 by Mary Bryson and Suzanne De Castell on
the failures of an effort to implement new technologies in 12 elementary schools in British
Columbia. The authors noted that in the province there was pressure for schools to appear to be
the “cutting-edge” of reform efforts 27 as well as the constant use of hyperbole by the Ministry of
Education in regards to how computers would change not only the educational experience, but
society itself 28 . Assumptions included the idea that change was synonymous with progress and
that new technology had inherently more educational value than old technology 29 and as a result
“computer literacy” became a goal for teaching students 30 . Where computer supervisors saw the
new technology as absolutely necessary, teachers were more cautious or saw the technology as

26

Bryson, Mary, and Suzanne De Castell. "New Technologies and the Cultural Ecology of Primary Schooling."
Educational Policy 12, no. 5 (September 1998): 542-567.
27
Ibid., 543.
28
Ibid, 543, 546.
29
Ibid, 545.
30
Ibid, 547.
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simply another teaching tool 31 . Overall, there was not enough emphasis on how the technology
could be pedagogically useful 32 . In fact, teachers were the individuals most likely blamed when
implementation efforts failed and were singled out as those most resistant to change 33 . In truth
however, teachers had little experience with the new technology at the time of implementation
and were also the individuals who had the most time taken away from them due to
implementation efforts 34 . This research recognizes the concerns cited in the study and agrees
with most of its points. In the opinion of the researcher, the most important aspect of computer
technology in school is how computers can improve learning rather than the use of computers for
the sake of appearing “modern” or up-to-date. At the same time, computer implementation in
schools is more unavoidable than preventable and school staff should find ways to streamline the
process of bringing computers into the classroom and maximize the benefits of the situation
rather than try to stop the process altogether. This research recognizes that computers do have
significant benefits to offer classrooms and teachers including, but not limited to, improved
organization of and access to information as well as creating an exciting environment for
students.
The study also noted that during the implementation period, the school staff members
who had the most computer knowledge experienced the most additional pressure to explain the
new technology to others and to be able to handle any problems that arose with it 35 . The
researchers found that the greater the amount of technology being implemented, the greater the
need for on-site technical support 36 . In regards to these issues, this research supports the
Ministry’s decision to assign computer supervisors to its public schools to act as on-site
technicians and support the computer teachers who must instruct the classes. When teachers are
burdened with technological problems there is invariably a negative effect on the students’
education. As such, having dedicated computer supervisors should mean computer teachers have
more freedom to focus on the teaching itself.

31

Ibid, 548.
Ibid, 552.
33
Ibid, 544-545.
34
Bryson and De Castell, “New Technologies and Cultural Ecology”, 559.
35
Ibid, 559.
36
Ibid, 550.
32
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A 1996 article 37 by Deborah Armstrong, Ruth Davis, and Gary Young explored the
integration of technology at Middle Schools and High Schools in the United States and described
several problems that school staff faced as a result of these processes. The authors noted that
many current teachers in the surveyed schools had been educated in a time period when
computers were not common and therefore found the new technology unfamiliar and
intimidating 38 . Because of this, it was often easier for teachers to ignore and avoid the new
technology rather than learn how to use it 39 . However, it was noted that better results could be
obtained if school administrators created an environment supportive of adult learning and
continuing professional development so that teachers were encouraged to master the new
technology 40 . A study with similar conclusions was conducted by Donn Ritchie in 1996 41 about
the role of school administrators in the implementation of new technology in schools. Ritchie
argued that administrators play a vital role in the implementation of technology 42 , that they need
to encourage teachers to get training and that administrators themselves should be
technologically competent in order to lead by example 43 . This research agrees with the
suggestion that schools create a welcoming environment for implementing technology as well as
one that encourages teachers to develop their skills with computers. This is preferable to
environments where teachers are simply pressured to adjust without a sincere concern for how
intimidated teachers can become as a result of these changes. In particular, the researcher also
strongly agreed with Ritchie’s suggestion that schools be sensitive to the varying socio-economic
status (SES) among students and how this reflects their access to technology at home. While the
current research was unable to measure the SES of its participants, it is important to remember
that while some students can leave school and return to a home with capabilities equal or
exceeding those of the average computer in the school’s lab, for many students the computer lab
is the only location available for them to practice their computer skills. As such, teachers need to

37

Armstrong, Deborah, Ruth Davis, and Gary Young. "Technology Intergration at the Middle and High School
Levels: A Model for Staff Development." Nassp Bulletin 80, no. 582 (October 1996): 81-88.
38
Armstrong, Davis, and Young, “Technology Integration Middle and High”, 81.
39
Ibid, 82.
40
Ibid, 87.
41
Ritchie, Donn. "The Administrative Role in the Integration of Technology." Nassp Bulletin 80, no. 582 (October
1996): 42-52.
42
Ibid, 43.
43
Ibid, 49.
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be sensitive to the fact that their students’ varying backgrounds will often result in different
abilities and paces of learning in computer classes.
A 1997 study 44 by Neil Selwyn dealt with the difficulties in identifying the factors that
define a student who is “skilled” in computers. The researcher in particular agrees with Selwyn’s
statement that computer “expertise” cannot be defined as a specific aggregation of computer
skills 45 since computers as a field are always changing and skills that are useful today may not be
useful in the future. More specifically, Jordanian students should not just be instructed in various
programs, but also taught how to use the functions of a computer to teach oneself new skills and
to find information that one does not already know. For example, understanding how to use
internet searches can allow a student to teach himself new information (whether it is finding facts
or instructions about how to use a program) when a teacher is unavailable. Although these types
of skills are vital, the researcher is not necessarily advocating transforming the educational
system towards an environment of predominantly independent learning by students with teachers
acting as resource managers 46 . This concept, as outlined by Peter Twining in a 2002 article on
conceptualizations of computer use, is at this point too ambitious for the Ministry of Education to
consider, regardless of whether it would be a positive development or not. The Ministry should
instead focus on the immediate concerns of implementing computer education and making sure
students are learning adequate skills for the future.
The final set of concerns for this research is outlined in a 2001 article by Keri Facer, John
Furlong, and Ruth Furlong, and Rosamund Sutherland entitled “Constructing the Child
Computer User. 47 ” The authors expressed reservations about societal changes brought on by the
information age including assumptions that children are naturally inclined to use computers, the
romanticizing of stories about children being able to teach their parents about computers rather
than vice versa, and constructing children as future competitors and workers in an information
society 48 . The researcher parts with the authors in the belief that there will be a need for future
44

Selwyn, Neil. "Asessing Students' Ability to Use Computers: Theoretical Considerations for Practical Research."
British Educational Research Journal 23, no. 1 (February 1997): 47-59.
45
Selwyn, “Assessing Students’ Ability”, 53.
46
Twining, Peter. "Conceptualising Computer Use in Education: Introducing the Computer Practice Framework
(CPF)." British Educational Research Journal 28, no. 1 (February 2002), 96.
47
Facer, Keri, John Furlong, Ruth Furlong, and Rosamund Sutherland. "Constructing the Child Computer User:
From Public Policy to Private Practices." British Journal of Sociology of Education 22, no. 1 (March 2001): 91-108.
48
Facer et al., “Constructing Child Computer User”, 96-98.
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workers to be comfortable, although not necessarily adept, with computer technology in order to
obtain the best jobs, regardless of whether or not society had in the past pushed them into this
position. At the same time, the authors’ points are well taken in that the Ministry of Education
cannot design its curriculum assuming all children are naturally inclined to understand computer
technology. Furthermore, educators at all levels from the Ministers of Education to the teachers
at the schools have to see through the hype that surrounds the implementation of technology in
schools. As explained before, the implementation itself is not an inherent improvement of the
educational system. Although there is certainly a “wow factor” that accompanies the arrival of
new technology, educators must remain focused on the question, “how can this technology help
students learn?” With that question in mind, Jordan’s educational system can move forward and
begin obtaining the benefits of new technology in its schools.
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IV. Method
From the outset, the research design called for the use of two public schools for gathering
information on computer education. To investigate the issues surrounding computer education, it
was essential to choose one school experiencing serious problems with computer teaching and
one school that was more “average”, that is, having some problems but being more
representative of a typical school. Both schools had to be for boys only. Since the researcher
performing the work was male, it was predicted that fewer problems would be encountered in a
school environment where cross-gender issues were absent. The research also focused on schools
outside of Amman as those within the city are known to get more attention from the Ministry and
therefore do not demonstrate many of the most serious issues facing computer education. These
requirements were addressed to the research advisors from the Ministry and used to determine
which schools should be the site of the research. The Al-Juwaideh school was chosen as a school
that was having many problems with computer education and the Um Al-Hiran school was
chosen as a school that was more “middle-of-the-pack” in comparison to other schools in Jordan.
Both schools have a majority of Palestinian students. Although discrimination against
Palestinians in the educational system is surely a major issue, it was considered beyond the scope
of the current research.
Al-Juwaideh is a public school for grades 1-12 in the district of Amman the Third. AlJuwaideh itself is a low-income area outside of Wahdat and has a poor reputation as being full of
problems and troublemakers. The school is located just down the street from a notorious prison
and is perched on a hillside which is covered with trash and empty trailers. Although the building
is run-down, many of its walls are decorated with colorful artwork which lends a sense of spirit
to the otherwise dreary concrete architecture. Some classrooms, including the computer lab and
the main office, are located inside the three-story main building. Classrooms outside the main
building are placed in long rows in adjacent buildings in a set-up which offers little or no sound
isolation for each small classroom. The school environment is both lively and very noisy,
especially since the recess areas are located right in the middle of the school grounds, adjacent
both to classrooms in the main building and those outside it.
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Um Al-Hiran is a second public school in Amman the Third. It is located near Kuzayat
Al-Idrubi, a short distance from the UNRWA building. Um Al-Hiran has a slightly larger
number of students than Al-Juwaideh, even though fewer grades attend the school. Although the
school’s facilities are not particularly impressive, the school has much more open space than
Juwaideh, which is useful for preventing crowding and lending (slightly) more of a peaceful
sense to the school environment. All classrooms are in the single main building and recess
activities are held in the courtyard in front of the school. The school administration offices are
easily located on the ground floor near the entrance, along with both of the school’s computer
labs.
To investigate issues with computer education, it was clear that teachers and school
administrators would have to be consulted to obtain first-hand knowledge of how computers are
taught. As these individuals are always adults, one-on-one interviews were the best option for
research. However, to get a more complete idea of how computer education works, the opinions
of students had to be heard as well. The decision was made to focus on the 9th grade at each of
the schools, primarily on the advice of the research advisors for the project from the Ministry of
Education. The 9th grade is an age group that has already been involved in computer education
for two years at school (classes in computers begin in 7th grade) but isn’t focused on the testing
that comes in the secondary stage that determines which career path each student will follow.
Since most students in the 9th grade are under 18 years of age, an unobtrusive data collection
method had to be chosen (even with the presence of consent forms). Interviews were deemed too
personal in light of consent issues, resulting in the choice to use an anonymous questionnaire that
did not require excessively personal information about the student. The Questionnaire fit into the
research design as a way to judge computer usage by students as well as obtain their opinions
about computer education at their school. However, there was a hidden benefit to the
Questionnaire in that it allowed the researcher to evaluate statements made by the teachers in
their interviews. The defining example of this was at Al-Juwaideh. In the interviews at the
school, the researcher proposed a plan to improve computer education whereby the school
computer lab could be kept open after school. This plan was met with a criticism that students
were not interested in such a plan. The researcher was then able to insert an item into the
Questionnaire to evaluate student interest in the plan he had proposed. This plan will be
explained further in the “Suggestions” section of the paper, but through the Questionnaire it
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became clear that student opinions and teachers’ assumptions about those opinions differed in
some respects.
Several items on the Questionnaire were inspired by a questionnaire entitled “Questions
about Technology and Education” 49 designed by Roger Blumberg of Brown University in 1999.
His questionnaire was administered to American high school students in a mathematics course to
seek information about their computer usage practices. Specifically, Blumberg’s items
investigating what types of computers students had access to at home (personal or private,
connected to the internet or not) were adapted for the current Questionnaire.
The research also involved two interviews with officials from the Ministry of Education.
The goals of these interviews were to establish a context for the feasibility of the research’s
suggestions for computer education as well as to get a better understanding of the Ministry’s
goals for Jordan’s educational future. Unfortunately, the process of finding the right individuals
was rather convoluted, and special letters of permission had to be obtained to visit other
buildings within the same Ministry complex. The researcher was shuttled around three different
offices before locating officials who were willing to answer the desired questions. One interview
was conducted in person and one was conducted through email. Unfortunately, the individual
interviewed through email failed to answer many of the interview questions at all and answered
several others to an unsatisfactory degree. Follow-up emails to this interview were not responded
to. Given more time, it would have been very helpful to obtain interviews from more
knowledgeable individuals within the Ministry who could have given more complete answers.
As it stands, the Ministry’s participation in the research interviews is disappointing, especially
since these interviews were designed as part of determining how best to make suggestions for the
improvement of computer education.
The final method of research was an analysis of student grades. At Al-Juwaideh, the
researcher was given access to computer science test grades for students in the 9th grade. The
analysis of these marks and their implications will be discussed in the “Results” section of this
paper.

49

Blumberg, Roger B. "Questions about Technology and Education." July 1999.
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The research design called for two schools to be investigated as it allowed for a
comparison to be made between schools within the limited time period of approximately two to
two and a half weeks for field research. Originally the research plan had budgeted three weeks
for field research and thereby a week and a half at each school. Unfortunately, obtaining
permission from the Ministry of Education to visit its schools took longer than anticipated. When
the research was first explained to individuals from the Ministry, full-cooperation was assured
and the researcher was told that visitations of the schools could happen within a day or two of
beginning the process. However, the department at the Ministry that grants permission for such
visitation requested a thorough description of each part of the research plan including an official
letter of permission from the School for International Training, the interview questions to be
used, and the questionnaire items. Furthermore, these requests were somewhat vague and
necessitated several endeavors by the researcher before all requirements were satisfied. It is
unclear exactly where the troubles at this stage arose. It is possible that the researcher’s identity
as an American student prompted some caution at the level of the Ministry. Even if that was not
the case, it became clear that the Ministry of Education suffered from many of the drawbacks of
a large bureaucracy in that extensive paperwork and the consultation of many different
individuals was required for the granting of permission. Eventually, a letter of permission signed
by one of the Ministers was obtained for the research which should have allowed visitation at AlJuwaideh and Um Al-Hiran. Unfortunately, the first draft of the letter was addressed to the
wrong school district and the body of the letter lacked a specific mention of Al-Juwaideh or Um
Al-Hiran. Because of this mistake, the director of the Al-Juwaideh school (the first school
visited) refused to allow research to begin and research was delayed for a day in order to clarify
the permission that the Ministry of Education had granted. This entire permission process
occupied a little over a week of the research period, thus limiting the time available to visit the
schools and collect data.
Aside from the difficulties experienced in the first day at Al-Juwaideh, the conducting of
research at both Al-Juwaideh and Um Al-Hiran was never unmanageable. At Al-Juwaideh, the
researcher was all but assigned the use of the school’s English teacher for interpretation and his
availability was never a barrier to the gathering of information. The researcher was given access
to any and all school buildings and given the permission to interview any of the school staff
(with the consent of the individual), distribute the prepared Questionnaire, as well as to
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photograph any part of the school grounds. In general, the school administration granted all
permissions requested and remained completely hands-off in all research matters. The students
were never officially informed of the researcher’s purpose or presence, although both were
obvious enough to the students, so much so that it indicated that the school likely rarely, if ever
had visitors of this nature. In retrospect, a mass statement to the students, however difficult,
would have proved helpful so that the researcher might not have been prompted with a large
number of questions from the students, which often was the case. Students within the classes
targeted for research were cooperative to a degree, but issues such as obtaining parental consent
and proper participation in the Questionnaire required considerable effort and supervision from
the researcher and the interpreter. Students’ behavior was occasionally a problem. Issues
included a lack of attention when certain aspects of the research were being explained to them
and also one confirmed case of student attempting the complete the questionnaire twice (this
second submission was disregarded and the data was not recorded). In spite of the difficulties,
the researcher was given as much time as he needed with the students and the questionnaire data
was collected successfully.
At Um Al-Hiran, the researcher again received cooperation from the school’s
administration. The researcher had the help of two English teachers for any extended
interpretation needs (such as interviews) and was never limited by language issues. Permission
was given for interviews with school staff as well as administering of the Questionnaire. The
researcher had access to all of the school’s computer facilities and the ability to photograph any
part of the school. In general, students were better behaved at Um Al-Hiran and more
cooperative with instructions for the Questionnaire. The 9th grade teachers were also actively
helpful in making sure the Questionnaire and the related consent forms were distributed correctly
and to as many students as possible. The research process at Um Al-Hiran was at times more
straightforward than the experience at Al-Juwaideh, partly due to greater preparation as a result
of experience at Al-Juwaideh and partly due to the school atmosphere. However, the research
took a longer time to complete and fewer individuals were interviewed due to unpredictable
circumstances. From the week budgeted for Um Al-Hiran, two days of research at the school
were obstructed due to the school’s schedule. One day was a Jordanian holiday and public
schools were not in session. The other day was a celebration at the school in honor of the “Vote
for Petra” contest taking place then in which Jordan’s Petra ruins are in competition for being
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named one of the new “Seven Wonders of the World.” Due to the celebration day, much of the
9th grade was absent from school thus preventing the administering of the Questionnaire or
related consent forms. Certain other events such as teacher illness prevented additional
interviewing. However, Questionnaire data was gathered successfully and the interviews that did
take place were very beneficial in uncovering the issues facing computer education at the school.

Participants
Al-Juwaideh Interviews
Three individuals were interviewed from Al-Juwaideh. These individuals were the
Computer Supervisor, the Computer Teacher, and one Administrator whose primary job
responsibility was to keep the log of attendance for the school’s students and teachers. Each
interviewee was male. The first two individuals were chosen as they were the two teachers at the
school who were directly involved with the computer education department. The Supervisor was
a trained technician who worked in the school’s computer laboratory while the teacher was
responsible for the lecturing to and testing the students. Both interacted with the students in the
computer lab on a daily basis and were familiar with the computer classes as well as the
computer equipment itself. The school Administrator was chosen to obtain the perspective of an
individual with a better understanding of the “bigger-picture” including how the school is run
and the school’s relationship with the Ministry of Education.
Each interview was conducted in Arabic with the assistance of an interpreter and was
voice recorded. Neither the Computer Supervisor nor the Computer Teacher had any significant
English-language capability and while the Administrator understood simple English, his
capability was limited and was clearly more comfortable speaking in Arabic. The interpreter
used was the English-language teacher at the school, who had the best grasp of the language of
any of the employees at Al-Juwaideh. Nonetheless, he was not fluent and often interview
questions would have to be rephrased to him or repeated or re-explained before he could
understand them. A second complication of using this interpreter was his weakness in
interpretation techniques. First of all, he would sometimes fail to provide many of the details of
the interviewee’s answers, especially after extended responses. For example, he would
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sometimes translate a very long response from the interviewee into just a few sentences, at which
point the researcher pressed him for a better explanation. Although the researcher’s knowledge
of Arabic was limited, he would often catch parts of the interviewee’s response that the
interpreter failed to mention, necessitating a confrontation with the interpreter about what might
be left out. Secondly, the interpreter would sometimes answer parts of the questions himself from
his own experience either in addition to or in place of the interviewee’s response. Occasionally
this would prove to be helpful in matters of general knowledge and background information to
help clarify the question to be asked. However, there was more than one occasion when the
interpreter had to be explicitly ordered to direct the question to the interviewee rather than allow
the interpreter to answer it himself. In general, the inability to get all the details was more of an
issue than the interpreter’s extra input. Since the interviews were voice-recorded, upon playback
it was possible to separate the interpreter’s comments from the interviewee’s and transcribe
accordingly. Although professional interpretation may have provided better results in some
areas, the use of the English-language teacher for interpretation may still have been the better
option overall. First of all, using a teacher from the school provided the interviewees with an
interpreter that they knew and trusted thus encouraging more honest answers as well as allowing
as much time as was needed for each interview. Secondly this interpreter was available at no
cost, which is an important factor given the high costs of many interpretation services in relation
to the budget for this study.
No complications were detected due to the use of the voice recorder. It was stressed that
interviewees could opt to remain anonymous and they were not suspicious of the methods.
However, many questions had to be repeated several times to the interviewees in order to get a
complete answer to the question. It is unclear if these difficulties were more often a result of the
interpretation process or misunderstandings from the interviewees themselves. Nonetheless, all
interviewees were patient and there was ample time to repeat most questions until they were
completely understood and answered. The interviews themselves were conducted in the school
library, the school computer lab, and in a private office on school grounds. The library proved to
be the best location due to the lack of interruptions. The lab and even the office were noisier
environments which did not affect the interviewee’s responses, but did result in one or two
interruptions which disrupted the interview process for a short period of time. In general, finding
an empty space at the school was always difficult and there was no nearby location where the
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interviews could be conducted, especially since the interviews were conducted during work
hours, meaning the interviewee might have to take a break to perform his job duties. However,
this type of break only occurred once and did not affect the effectiveness of the interview.
Al-Juwaideh Questionnaire
The Questionnaire (see Appendix A) was administered to students in the 9th grade at AlJuwaideh. The 9th grade is split into two classes, one of 46 students and one of 45 for a total of
91 students. 75 participants completed the Questionnaire, with the remainder not participating
likely due to absence, despite the fact that the Questionnaire was offered on two consecutive
days. No issues were reported regarding students not being able to participate due to issues with
written consent, leaving absence from the classroom as the only known barrier to participation.
Nonetheless, given the disorganization of the testing environment, this turnout was higher-thanexpected and likely representative of the class as a whole. Being a boys’ school, all participants
were male students with ages ranging from 14 to 17 (M=15, SD = 0.48). These participants were
not explicitly rewarded for their participation in the Questionnaire although it was stressed that
the purpose of the Questionnaire was to help improve computer education at their school.
Um Al-Hiran Interviews
Interviews at Um Al-Hiran were conducted with the school’s Computer Supervisor and
the school’s Computer Teacher for grades 7-9. These individuals were chosen for their direct
involvement with computer education at the school. The Computer Supervisor was a technician
and engineer responsible for keeping the PCs in working-order as well as communicating with
the school’s directorate on computer matters including requests for technical support. However,
the Computer Supervisor was not responsible for instructing any of the courses, which was the
job of the Computer Teacher. Both individuals had extensive knowledge of the computer
capabilities at the school, student capabilities with computers, and interaction with the Ministry
of Education. Both individuals were male.
All interviews were voice-recorded with the permission of the interviewees and no issues
were detected in relation to the use of voice-recording. The Computer Supervisor had some
limited English capability and chose to answer questions in English as well as Arabic. Since an
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interpreter was present, the Supervisor was encouraged to answer in Arabic when he had trouble
finding the correct words in English. The interview with the Computer Teacher was conducted
mostly in Arabic with the help of an interpreter.
Two interpreters were used at Um Al-Hiran, one for each interview. For the interview
with the Computer Supervisor, the senior English teacher was used for interpretation. This
teacher’s capability in English was very good and questions rarely had to be explained multiple
times by the researcher. Nonetheless, like at Al-Juwaideh, there were some troubles with the
interpreter providing his own commentary on certain questions. However, the researcher was
able to stress the need for the interviewee to answer in situations where the interviewee’s
response was being suppressed. The use of voice-recording technology also allowed excessive
interpreter commentary to be noted in the final transcription of the interview. For the interview
with the Computer Teacher, the junior English teacher was used for interpretation as the senior
teacher was unavailable. This junior teacher’s English capability was more limited and one
question in particular had to be discarded because of the teacher’s inability to understand several
key words and the researcher’s inability to translate them satisfactorily in Arabic. However, this
interpreter had a decent language capability and furthermore always allowed the interviewee’s
answer to take precedence over his own opinions. Overall, both interpreters were effective for
the purposes of the study.
The interviews were conducted in each of the school’s computer labs when classes were
not present. These locations provided adequate privacy and interruptions were kept to a
minimum. Background noise was also limited and presented no serious problem to the use of the
voice-recording technology.
Um Al-Hiran Questionnaire
The Questionnaire (see Appendix B) was administered to students in the three classes of
the 9th grade at Um Al-Hiran. The 9th grade has approximately 128 students and 113 students
completed the Questionnaire. The remaining number of students may have been absent from
class on the day the Questionnaire was distributed. Like Al-Juwaideh, this level of participation
was more than satisfactory given how difficult it can be to locate students in the school’s
environment, as students are sometimes wandering the halls and not always in their classes.
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Participants were male students aged 14 to 18 (M=15, SD = 0.65). Participants were not
explicitly rewarded for their participation.

Materials
Al-Juwaideh Questionnaire
The Questionnaire was anonymous and completely in Arabic. The first page asked for
students to give their age for demographic purposes and their class as a check that they were in
the desired grade (9th). The first section of the Questionnaire presented a series of six “Yes” or
“No” questions for students to answer. These questions were designed to discover if students had
access to a computer outside of school, if students had access to a computer with internet inside
and outside of school, if students were satisfied with the quality of computer education at their
school, if students thought they would attain computer literacy by the time they graduated, and
finally if students would be interested in using their school’s computer lab after school if given
the option. The fifth question, regarding computer literacy was on retrospect considered to be
poorly worded and the results were disregarded. This question was reworded for use on the Um
Al-Hiran Questionnaire. The sixth question, regarding after-school use of the computer lab, was
inserted to gauge interest for a suggestion for improving computer education at Al-Juwaideh,
which will be discussed the “Suggestions” section.
The second page of the Questionnaire consisted of a series of four statements regarding
computers. Students were asked to rate their level of agreement with each statement based on a
five-level Likert scale next to each question. This scale was made up of the following levels of
agreement: Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Agree, and Strongly
Agree. The statements (translated into English) were as follows:
1) The quality of computer education at my school is good.
2) The quality of computer hardware at my school is good.
3) The quality of computer software at my school is good.
4) Obtaining computer education is necessary for jobs after graduation.
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For the “hardware” and “software” questions, examples were given of each type of
equipment to clarify the question. In general, although rating agreement on a Likert scale is a
common method of evaluation in American questionnaires, it seemed to be less familiar to the
Jordanian students at Al-Juwaideh. In some cases students had to get clarification about the
directions for this section and some of the effectiveness of this type of rating system may have
been limited by student’s lack of familiarity with it. Future research may be improved by
consultation with Psychological researchers in Jordan about what types of questionnaire items
are more familiar or more easily explained to Jordanian youth. However, given the time
limitations of the current research, the decision to use American-style questionnaire items was
the only option.
The third page of the Questionnaire was dedicated to written questions. The first question
was explicitly directed to students who had reported having access to a computer outside of
school in the first part of the Questionnaire. The question asked them to report the number of
hours per week that they used this computer. The second question asked these same students
whether this computer was their private computer or a shared computer of some type. The third
question asked students for any suggestions of theirs for improving computer education at their
school.
The Um Al-Hiran Questionnaire
This Questionnaire was identical to the Al-Juwaideh Questionnaire except for the fifth
“Yes” or “No” question regarding computer literacy. This question was reworded for better
clarity.
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V. Results
Questionnaire Results
First, it was found that a vast majority of students at both schools had access to a
computer outside of school. At Al-Juwaideh, 84% of students had access to a computer outside
of school. The percentage was even higher at Um Al-Hiran, where more than 96% of students
reported having access to a computer outside of school. Um Al-Hiran also had a greater
percentage of students being able to use the internet outside of school (73%) compared to AlJuwaideh (52%). Furthermore, for students with access to a computer outside of school, the
average number of hours that a student used a computer outside of school was much higher at
Um Al-Hiran (8.4 hours) than at Al-Juwaideh (4.8 hours). Finally, when looking only at students
with access to computers outside of school, students at Um Al-Hiran were more likely to have
personal, non-shared computers (38% of students) than students at Al-Juwaideh (27% of
students).
Analysis was run on students’ answers to find more specifics about student computer
usage outside of school. At Al-Juwaideh, students with personal computers used the internet, on
average, more than twice as much as students with shared computers (7.5 hours versus 3.6
hours). However, there was less of a difference for computer usage between students with
internet outside of school (M = 4.7 hours) and students who had access to computers but without
internet outside of school (M = 4.9 hours). At Um Al-Hiran, no significant difference in
computer usage was found between students with personal computers outside of schools and
students who used shared computers outside of school (M = 8.5 hours for both groups).
Furthermore, the average number of computer usage hours was slightly higher for students with
access to computers without internet outside of school (M = 9.9 hours) than for students with
access to computers with internet outside of school (M = 8.0 hours).
These numbers from the Questionnaire suggest that the computer experience outside of
school is, on average, better for a student from Um Al-Hiran than it is for a student from AlJuwaideh. Um Al-Hiran students have, in general, more and better (more personal) access to
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computers outside of school and are using them more often. It is unclear how much these
differences can be attributed to socio-economic status. Certainly having a personal computer is
more expensive than using a shared computer (whether in a family home or at a public location
such as a library or internet café) and a family’s bills will be higher the more a computer and/or
the internet is used. Future research would benefit by taking these possible differences into
account and trying to determine how much a factor they play in a student’s access to computers.
However, for the purposes of this study, there was insufficient time and resources to investigate
the SES of students at either school. Regardless, it seems that outside of school, the average
student at Um Al-Hiran has the upper-hand in terms of computer usage.
The second section of the Questionnaire asked students to rate their level of agreement
with various statements related to computer education. Two statements were similarly worded,
“the quality of the hardware/software at my school is good”, thus the only difference between the
two being the word “hardware” versus “software.” At both schools, students in general agreed
that the quality of the software was good (M = 4.0 at Al-Juwaideh, M = 3.9 at Um Al-Hiran).
The similarity in agreement between the two schools is not surprising as the computers are
running mostly the same programs including Microsoft Office, Adobe Photoshop CS2, Visual
Basic, and Quick Basic. However, at Al-Juwaideh, as compared to their agreement with the
software statement, students agreed to a significantly lower extent (M = 3.3, p < 0.001) that the
quality of their hardware was good. This difference suggests that students see a clear difference
between the quality of the software at their school and the quality of the hardware at their school.
This realization is sound, because although the software available at Al-Juwaideh is relatively
modern, the hardware available (Pentium 3s, poor keyboards and mice) is outdated. Again, the
specifics regarding these software and hardware issues will be dealt with later in the paper, but it
is important to note that students are aware of the varying quality of the computer materials
available to them. Students at Um Al-Hiran agreed with the statement about having good
hardware to a greater degree than the students at Al-Juwaideh (M = 3.6 at Um Al-Hiran).
Nonetheless, at Um Al-Hiran their agreement about that statement was to a lesser extent
compared to their agreement about the software being of good quality.
Another statement on the Questionnaire was as follows: “The quality of computer
education at my school is good.” Students at both Al-Juwaideh (M = 4.0) and Um Al-Hiran (M =
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3.9) agreed with this statement. Since “computer education” was not explicitly defined in the
Questionnaire, students could have been evaluating any combination of the quality of the
hardware or software, the programs taught, the quality of the teaching, and other factors that
influence computer education in public schools. Nonetheless, the similarity in agreement
between the two schools was somewhat ironic given the apparent differences between the
computer education programs at the two schools. These differences will be described in more
detail and analyzed in the next section. However, in short, the program at Um Al-Hiran seemed
to be considerably superior to the program at Al-Juwaideh. It is unclear whether the similarity in
ratings is due to a lack of context for students to compare their program to others, due to there
being differences in areas that are hard to quantify such as teaching quality, or students’
misunderstanding of the quality of education they are receiving.
One area where students and teachers agreed almost completely was regarding the
importance of computer education after graduation from high school. In the Questionnaire,
students were asked to rate their agreement with the statement, “I consider obtaining computer
education to be necessary for finding jobs after I graduate.” Students at Al-Juwaideh agreed
strongly with this statement (M = 4.5) as well as students at Um Al-Hiran (M = 4.5). In fact,
across the board, students agreed with this statement more than any other statement on the
Questionnaire. Similarly, in interviews with administrators, computer teachers, and computer
supervisors, all interviewees except one reported that computer education was very important for
finding jobs after graduation. According to the Computer Teacher at Um Al-Hiran, whenever
there is an announcement for a job (such as in the newspaper) computer training and experience
is always listed as a requirement 50 . This teacher was not the only individual interviewed who
mentioned this point and furthermore it seems that in addition to newspaper ads often mentioning
the need for computer skills, language-capability in English is usually mentioned as a second
requirement 51 . In terms of computer skills, companies are specifically looking for familiarity
with the Windows operating system 52 , applications from Microsoft Office such as Word,
PowerPoint, and Excel, and companies that deal directly with computers in their work are

50 Ismael, Um Al-Hiran Computer Teacher.
51 Anonymous Interview.
52 Ibid.
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looking for programming languages like Visual Basic and C++ 53 . The Computer Teacher at AlJuwaideh had a similar opinion, saying that in order to find a good job, students needed to be
skilled in both hardware and software but also in general computer skills such as typing 54 . He
also added that having the skills of a computer technician were always beneficial, especially the
ability to fix a computer at a workplace 55 . The Administrator at Al-Juwaideh agreed that it was
“necessary” to have computer knowledge and seconded the recommendation for knowing how to
type 56 . The only dissenting individual on these points was the Computer Supervisor from Um
Al-Hiran, who stated that computer training was not “useful to work in the market. 57 ” While he
is certainly correct in his statement, one would hope that students hold higher goals for future
jobs and therefore see the need to learn computers in order to obtain a better paying job than the
average market can offer.
All interviewees agreed that computer education was very important for going to a
university after graduation. According to the Computer Teacher at Al-Juwaideh, Jordanian
universities assume that students already have basic computer skills including proficiency in
Microsoft Office and basic programming knowledge in programs like Quick Basic 58 . Although
programming is taught at the universities, programming classes are begun at a more advanced
level than high school courses, thus requiring students to have some aptitude upon entrance to
the university 59 . The Um Al-Hiran Computer Supervisor held similar opinions, mentioning
Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, as well as programming capabilities in FrontPage and
Visual Basic as the skills needed for success in college 60 . The Administrator at Al-Juwaideh in
fact saw public school computer education as an introduction that should be finished at the
university level 61 . In spite of these endorsements, it must be mentioned that the required
computer skills for universities differs based on a student’s major 62 , and it is not necessary for
every student to be fluent as a programmer. Nonetheless, in the interview with the Computer

53 Ismael, Um Al-Hiran Computer Teacher.
54 Awad, Al-Juwaideh Computer Teacher.
55 Ibid.
56 Abdllghani, Al-Juwaideh Administrator Interview.
57 Shaheen, Um Al-Hiran Computer Supervisor.
58
Awad, Al-Juwaideh Computer Teacher.
59
Ibid.
60
Shaheen, Um Al-Hiran Computer Supervisor.
61
Abdllghani, Al-Juwaideh Administrator Interview.
62
Anonymous Interview.
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Teacher at Um Al-Hiran, the interpreter interjected specifically to mention that at the university,
computers are used in all fields as an “education technology”, including areas such as English,
science, mathematics, and medicine. Clearly, computer knowledge is a must for studies at
universities in Jordan.
The final section of the Questionnaire asked students to provide suggestions for the
improvement of computer education at their school. Despite the differences between the schools,
the suggestions by Al-Juwaideh and Um Al-Hiran students were often surprisingly similar. At
Al-Juwaideh, the most common suggestions were to have more computers, newer hardware, new
computer programs to study, more hours/classes for using the computer, a larger computer lab,
and more opportunities to use the internet. There were many specific requests to get a new
computer teacher as well. At Um Al-Hiran students most often requested better hardware, more
opportunities to use the internet, more computers and more time to use them, new programs,
more computer classes, and also more “professional” teaching. In regards to better hardware,
many students specifically requested the replacement of ball-mice with optical mice as well as
better keyboards. Um Al-Hiran students also desired the use of computers for teaching noncomputer science classes, a proposal that will be discussed in “Suggestions” section in relation to
the  ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔplan. Two of the most interesting suggestions from students were to have
computer classes to instruct students how to use the internet (including searching and how to use
the internet to do research for reports) and to be educated in how a computer actually works
using the various parts inside of it. The first idea is considered more in-depth in the
“Suggestions” section of the paper. The second suggestion is also a potentially excellent idea for
a class, but as described in the introduction, the Ministry currently forbids school staff to open up
any of its computers for any reason, thus barring this type of instruction. This obstacle will also
be discussed later on in the “Suggestions” section.
Examining these student responses, it is also evident that both students and teachers are
largely in agreement about what many of the major problems are for computer education in their
schools. Like the students, teachers and school staff cited the small number of computers, poor
quality of computers, small size of the computer lab(s), and slow speed of the internet as among
the biggest problems. In observing computer classes at both schools, these issues were frequently
evident. In every computer class, the shortage of computers meant that two or three students
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were assigned to each computer (see Appendices G and H on attached CD for pictures), severely
limiting the amount of practice each student had on the machine. At Al-Juwaideh in particular,
the size of the lab is especially small and students are packed into the crowded room and have
very little space to move around. In testing the internet at Um Al-Hiran, the researcher noted that
loading the webpage for Google’s “Gmail” service took several minutes, far longer than what is
reasonable in comparison to any other internet service. This type of internet service is also
actually a significant improvement in relation to the school’s capabilities from the previous year.
Only months ago, the school had no direct connection to the internet and was forced to call the
central server location every time it needed to open an internet connection63 . The school’s
Computer Supervisor explained that if students needed to look at a certain website at school, the
call would be made to request the internet, followed by as much as a month of waiting before the
connection could be opened 64 . Nonetheless, although the school is always connected now, the
connection is very weak and frankly, frustrating to use. Each of these issues significantly limits
what can be accomplished in the relatively short 45 minute class periods for computer education
courses.

Student Computer Testing
Student testing in 9th grade computer classes is one of the few areas of teaching where the
teacher himself is in charge of designing the methods as opposed to the Ministry. At both Um
Al-Hiran and Al-Juwaideh, the teacher is responsible for writing the tests administered to
students 65 , despite the fact that the computer curriculum is the same at all public schools. The
Ministry does not provide standardized testing until the secondary level 66 , which is the period
when students put on different tracks of study (medicine, IT, law, etc) based on their test scores.
At both schools, testing is divided into two categories, “theoretical” and “practical.”
Theoretical testing is usually a written exam that requires students to recall information from
computer class lectures. Practical testing is administered to a student on the computer, requiring
him to be able to demonstrate computer skills in a more realistic testing environment. At Um Al63
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Hiran, teachers also have access to a program called “NetOp” which allows the teacher, using his
computer, to see the screen of any one of his students, or vice-versa, allowing the teacher to both
demonstrate “practical” computer skills and to see if the student can replicate his demonstration
on his own 67 . Because of this interaction and real-world applicability, students at Um Al-Hiran
perform better on and are more interested in practical testing than they are in the rotememorization that characterizes the theoretical component 68 .
Testing for the 9th grade at Al-Juwaideh is divided into four exams. The first two exams
each have two parts, one part theoretical and one part practical. The third exam and the final
exam have only one section each. A student’s final testing grade is determined by an average of
these four tests. Access was provided to the grades for each of these exams, and the results for
the final grades from most recent semester were as follows:

67
68

Ismael, Um Al-Hiran Computer Teacher.
Ibid.
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As indicated on the graph, Al-Juwaideh students are performing very poorly on tests in
their computer classes. 53% of the students received a grade below 51, which indicates that they
are failing. 30% of the students received a grade between 51 and 70, which is "" ﻣﻘﺒﻮل, or
“acceptable.” 10% of students received a grade between 71 and 80, which is “ ”ﺟﻴﺪ, or “good.”
Approximately 5% of students received a grade between 81 and 90 meaning “ ”ﺟﻴﺪ ﺟﺪًا, or very
good. Just 2% of students received a grade over 90, which is a mark of “ ”ﻣﻤﺘﺎز, meaning
“excellent.” It is worth noting that in Middle Eastern education, teachers are often reluctant to
hand out grades of “excellent” to many students, and reserve such a mark only for the best
students. In spite of this, the grades at Al-Juwaideh are uniformly low by any standards,
especially with more than half of the students receiving failing grades. Furthermore, of the
failing grades, most are in the low-40s (less than 45 out of 100). Other factors such as
participation and attendance may factor into the final grade for these students, but in terms of
testing of computer knowledge, Al-Juwaideh students are not faring well. The poor grades of
students were reflected in comments by their teachers, who characterized students as more
interested in obtaining good marks than learning the material well 69 . As indicated by student
scores, one cannot achieve the former without the latter.
The implications of these low marks, however, are not as clear-cut as the marks
themselves. It is estimated that approximately 5% of students who graduate from Al-Juwaideh
continue on to the university level 70 . It may then seem that the other 95% of students are caught
in a dire situation. First of all, the education at Al-Juwaideh does not prepare them with enough
computer knowledge for obtaining a good job, partly because the curriculum is an introduction to
be finished at the university and partly because students don’t seem to learn it well enough
anyway. At the same time, their inability to enter college means students cannot pursue this
education further, and must make do with what is learned at Al-Juwaideh. However, according to
the administration, the 95% who are unable to enter college do not just fail the entrance exams in
computer subjects. Instead, most of these students fail in many areas, including the Arabic
language 71 . Therefore, while computer education and training could potentially help AlJuwaideh students find jobs, it is necessary for the school to first improve its general education.
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Computer education is only useful if students already have the required skills in their own
language and other basic areas and advanced computer learning can only be pursued if students
can demonstrate their proficiency in the core subjects. Therefore, while computer education is
certainly important for obtaining quality jobs, school systems must focus on ensuring their core
curriculum is strong before investing effort in computer education. If this curriculum is already
strong, schools must remember not to neglect the basic subjects in favor of computer education.
At Um Al-Hiran, access was given to marks for students in the 9th grade. However, at the
time the research was conducted, the only test administered to students had been one theoretical
test on network hardware, wireless networking, and network protocol. No practical test had yet
been administered and no grades were available from the most recent completed semester. The
grades for the theoretical test appear below:

Although it is clear that Um Al-Hiran students did poorly on this exam, conclusions
about student aptitude cannot be made to the same extent as they were with the grades from AlJuwaideh. The grades are only for one exam and students will have more opportunities to
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improve their final mark. Nonetheless, given the weighting of the grades towards failing, one
might fear that students are not benefitting enough from computer education classes at Um AlHiran as well.
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VI. Suggestions
Taking into account the information gathered through interviews and observation at the
various research locations, the following suggestions are provided for the improvement of
computer education in public schools in Jordan. These suggestions ordered for coherence (some
suggestions require explanations present in others) rather than for importance. There are 12
suggestions in total, and are as follows:

1: Expansion of ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔ
The “( ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔDiscovery Schools”) program is a new initiative in Jordan to
“computerize” several aspects of public education to a greater degree. As explained by Ministry
officials working on this project, the  ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔprogram is currently being implemented in
103 schools in Jordan 72 . Schools participating in the program are called “Discovery Schools”,
although it is unclear how the Ministry has chosen which schools can become “Discovery
Schools.” In these schools, five subjects are taught to students with the aid of computers,
including Arabic, English, mathematics, science, and computer science73 . Instead of being taught
in a computer lab, teachers for these subjects are provided with individual laptops and projectors
called “DataShow” for their classrooms, allowing for electronic presentations as a means of
instruction 74 . This type instruction is congruent with the suggestions made by students on their
Questionnaire responses for more classes to be taught with computers. The Administrator at AlJuwaideh was also very supportive of this idea, explaining that if a student learns through a
DataShow presentation, the ideas will “stay in the student’s mind. 75 ”
It is the researcher’s recommendation that this program continue to be expanded as the
Ministry is planning, but with reservations about the goals of the initiative. First, of the 103
“Discovery Schools”, 100 are located inside Amman and just three are located outside of the
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city 76 . While it is true that most of Jordan’s population is located within Amman, the
implementation of this program is biased towards city schools in a manner that cannot be
explained by Amman’s population density. In general, schools within Amman have historically
gotten more attention than those outside of the city, and the choosing of “Discovery Schools” so
far has only continued this disparity. This bias means that a school like Al-Juwaideh would, as in
the words of the school’s English teacher, be last in line for receiving the benefits of this
program, even though the school needs more help than most public schools.
Secondly, while teaching using PowerPoint presentations can certainly be effective, it in
of itself is not a solution to the issues Jordanian education is facing. Teachers must be instructed
in how to best use such technology, using DataShow presentations when they are the most
effective means of getting information across to students rather than solely for the sake of using a
machine in the classroom. Indeed, if teachers are unable to take advantage of the technology
provided to them, then the plan itself is just “window-dressing” to give the appearance that
Jordanian schools are modern and on the “cutting-edge.” Electronic presentations do not
automatically improve the quality of teaching or education that a student receives, and the
Ministry should not be content to just provide technology for its schools without a real effort to
figure out how technology can improve the learning experience. The providing of laptops for
each teacher is potentially more beneficial in that, if trained on the machines, teachers could
make lesson plans more easily more effectively, benefits that would be evident in the classroom
itself. Computers are effective tools for organizing large amounts of information, and hopefully
teachers could use the benefits of computers to enhance their ability to teach courses.
These warnings are largely concurrent with those described in the Bryson and De Castell
and the Armstrong, Davis, and Young articles from the “Rationale” section. Not only must there
be a focus on how to use computers where they improve education, but the Ministry must make
sure that implementation stages of this plan in a given school will not tie teachers down and
prevent them from instructing their students. The Ministry must also realize that many teachers
may find these changes intimidating and that administrators should be encouraged to create a
positive environment for the programs implementation.
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Finally, it is recommended that the Ministry do a better job of informing its teachers
about the plans and timeline for the implementation of ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔ. Most teachers at both
schools had little idea of what  ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔwas beyond the basics and none had received any
literature about the program nor did they have an idea of when it was to be implemented in their
schools. Given the cost and the ambition of the ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔ, the Ministry should make a
better effort at keeping its teachers informed of the plan’s progress.

2: On-Site Control of Internet Servers
One inconsistency across computer labs in Jordanian public schools is who is in control
of the internet server for the school’s internet usages. For example, at Um Al-Hiran, a separate
computer exists in one of the labs for the internet server, giving the computer supervisor
complete control over that server. This control, with the assistance of NetOp, allows the
supervisor to see what any student is using the internet for and allows him to lock the internet
and/or limit the types of websites that students are allowed to visit77 . At other schools, such as
those part of the  ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔprogram, the servers are linked directly to the Queen Rania
Center and cannot be controlled by the school’s computer supervisor 78 . In the case of AlJuwaideh, the Ministry controls the server and the Computer Supervisor is essentially powerless.
Giving the Supervisor control would allow him to block certain non-educational websites thus
saving limited bandwidth for more educational uses by the students79 . While the Ministry is far
removed from the internet situation at Al-Juwaideh, the Computer Supervisor is much more
familiar with student internet usage and would be able to optimize the usage and make
adjustments as necessary, all without involving the Ministry. In fact, at Um Al-Hiran, the
Computer Supervisor reported that he rarely had to take control of the server to make any
changes 80 . Although student internet usage at Um Al-Hiran might be slightly more inclined
towards educational websites, it is more likely that school control of the server is working as a
deterrent against improper or non-educational internet usage.

3: Use of Computer Lab During Breaks and After School
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As described earlier, some of the most common complaints about the computer education
system in Jordan are the shortage of computers and the limited amount of time allotted for their
usage in school. These complaints are not unfounded of course, as the number of computers at
both schools necessitates that multiple students work at each computer station. One of the easiest
and cheapest ways to effectively “multiply” the number of computers at a given school is not to
buy more machines, but instead to expand the number of hours they can be used during the day.
Specifically, schools should consider opening their computer labs to students during break
periods when school is in session and also for a period of time after classes have ended. At both
Al-Juwaideh and Um Al-Hiran, there are entire class periods when both the computer lab is
empty and students have break periods 81 . During these times, students who are having trouble in
their computer classes and advanced students who desire more practice could, with the teacher’s
permission, use the computer lab to practice or receive extra help from the instructors. This use
of the lab was in fact specifically endorsed by the Computer Teacher at Um Al-Hiran, who
explained with all sincerity how he wished he had the authority to bring promising students into
the lab during break hours or when a student’s regular teacher was absent and to sit down with
them to help them explore their “hobbies” with computers 82 .
Secondly, the school lab could be kept open for two hours at the end of classes to allow
students to come use it under the supervision of a school employee. Students would have to sign
up at least a day in advance for use of the lab so that any lab supervisor would have ample notice
about the need to stay after school. This sign up process could be designed by each individual
school as to determine the method of signing up (for example, on a sheet in the lab), the
appropriate number of spots available in the lab, deadlines for signing up, and any other rules
necessary for implementation of such a plan. Furthermore, sign-ups could limit the number of
spots so that there is a maximum of one student for each computer, allowing students to have
more individual practice and attention that is unavailable in the crowded classes that are taught
during the school day. If a plan like this became extremely popular, sign-ups could also limit
students to using the lab no more than once every two (or more, as appropriate) days, so that
every student would get a chance to use the lab in this setting. This sign up process could also
easily be applied to the use of computer labs during breaks. At Al-Juwaideh, students are
81
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currently allowed to use the computer lab during breaks when there is no class present. The
Computer Teacher however explained that students are wary of coming into the lab as they
might walk in on a class 83 . The sign-up process easily solves this problem as a sign up sheet
could list the lab’s available times, thus encouraging students to come use the otherwise empty
lab.
When this plan was presented to teachers at Al-Juwaideh (where such a plan is needed
the most), reaction was surprisingly negative, but for reasons that are, in fact, entirely
surmountable. One issue brought up by the administration at Al-Juwaideh was that there would
be no one to supervise such an after school program because no part-time pay was available for
the teachers 84 . In regards to this issue, the Ministry of Education has the option to either offer
part time pay to computer supervisors and teachers to work for another two hours or to hire a
new supervisor just for this type of program. Although having a teacher in the lab is most
preferable, the minimum requirement would be to hire an individual with basic knowledge of a
computer who could turn off the machines and handle minor issues that might come up with the
computers in the after-school period. As for part time pay for teachers, it is reasonable to assume
that many teachers would be interested simply because so many already take second jobs for the
after-school period such as driving a taxi. Whatever the Ministry’s choice would be in the
situation, this issue is not a major obstacle to implementation of an after-school plan. On the
contrary, even if the Ministry had to hire a new teacher for each school for this type of program,
the cost would still be much lower than building a new lab in each school in order to give
students more opportunities to use computers. An after-school program is instead a way to
maximize the usage of the computers a school already has and to potentially improve a student’s
educational experience considerably.
It would be a reasonable concern to wonder whether students coming to use the lab after
school would want to use the lab for academic, educational, and other reasonable uses, or
whether they would simply go online to play games. This concern is the reason why the
suggestion to give schools control over their internet servers is so important. For the period of
the after school program (or all day, at the discretion of the school), the computer supervisor of a
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school should lock websites with no educational value such as those offering online gaming.
Secondly, the after-school supervisor should also walk around to student’s computers at intervals
to ensure the computers are being used correctly. This is not to say that only strict educational
websites should be allowed. Students need to be granted some latitude to search what the internet
has to offer and to explore their interests on it, so long as the material they are looking at is
reasonably appropriate. Of course, the specifying of what is “appropriate” would be up to the
schools and/or the Ministry of Education to define. In any case, this type of a concern is
surmountable and should not deter schools from trying out an after-school program.
A second issue mentioned by the administration and the Computer Teacher is that
students would not be interested in such a program 85 . In some ways this is a reasonable
assumption given that a majority of students have access to computers outside of school.
However, in reality, many of these computers outside of school may lack the educational
software students learn in school such as newer versions of Microsoft Office and probably lack
programs such as Adobe Photoshop CS2, Visual Basic, and Quick Basic which are not necessary
purchases for a home computer. Regardless, the researcher was able to add an item to the
Questionnaire to test whether students really were uninterested in this type of program. As it
turned out, over 73% of students at Al-Juwaideh responded that they were interested in the idea.
At Um Al-Hiran, over 68% of students responded with interest. Many students from both schools
also specifically requested the implementation of such a program in the “Comments” section of
the Questionnaire. The level of interest at Um Al-Hiran may have been lower due to the more
extensive internet opportunities for these students outside of school, although overall interest was
considerably high. Nonetheless, this type of survey could be improved and adapted in order to
judge interest at the rest of Amman’s public schools. The Ministry of Education as well as
individual schools can then use this type of data to determine if this type of after –school
program is desirable. This type of plan, like that of ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔ, can also be implemented in
pilot schools to start and expanded based upon the success and the lessons from these initial
programs.
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The third and most difficult issue to solve is the apparent problem reported by AlJuwaideh staff that the parents of students would not see the usefulness of such a program 86 . This
is certainly a possibility, and overcoming this issue would be the responsibility of the Ministry of
Education. If an after-school program was being considered for a given school, the Ministry and
the school administration should work together on an effort to demonstrate the benefits of such a
program to the families of students. There is little doubt that the Ministry understands the
importance of computer education for Jordan’s future, and if a publicity campaign is required to
convince parents of the importance of computers, this should taken into consideration and
developed. If parents are made aware of how important computer training is for their children’s
future, it is likely that the parents would support an initiative to improve computer teaching at
their local schools.
This type of after-school program also has the added benefit of bringing a local school
closer to the idea of a community center for education. In their current states, public schools are
empty soon after the bell rings for the end of classes. Everyone including the teachers and
students leave, meaning that a place of learning only exists in a community during business
hours. In other words, the school of a town is only important during a limited time period from
7:30 AM to 2:00 PM. Having an open school after regular hours in a given area would increase
the ability of a school to educate the youth of the community and hopefully increase the
importance of such an institution in the eyes of the community’s residents. It is the opinion of the
researcher that in the future, Jordan will be able to benefit from schools occupying a more
significant social function in their communities. The implementation of a computer after school
program would certainly be at least a small step in this direction.
The final positive aspect of this type of program is that in examining the current rules, the
Ministry of Education harbors no significant opposition to an after-school program. A Ministry
official consulted about this plan explained that “there are no rules for forbidding schools to
[stay] open, but they have to get the permission from their directorate or the Ministry in some
cases. 87 ” Instead, from the official’s perspective, the only issue is that there were currently no
“incentives” for teachers to stay after hours 88 . However, as mentioned earlier, if part time pay
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were offered to teachers or new staff were hired, the issue of supervision for students would be
solved.

4: More Parity in the Supplying of Hardware to Schools
As described in the paper’s “Background” section, public schools do not receive any
funding from the Ministry of Education for their computer labs. Instead, schools can only rely on
the actual equipment delivered to them. Theoretically, since funding is irrelevant, how rich or
poor a community is should have no effect on the quality of its school’s computer lab, whose
hardware is determined solely by the Ministry itself. Given these rules, it was surprising to see
how much the computer equipment differed between the computer labs at Um Al-Hiran and AlJuwaideh. At Um Al-Hiran, the school’s old computer lab is equipped with twenty-one Pentium
3 computers running Windows and Office 2000. These are the computers that the students and
teachers complain about the most in terms of computers being slow or breaking down. However,
in 2005, the school received an additional 18 computers. These machines were brand-new Acer
Pentium 4s running Windows XP and Office 2003. These computers are powerful machines
which can handle any programs in the curriculum and are the preferred workstations for any
intensive offline work 89 .
Just a few months before the start of the research, Al-Juwaideh had just four computers,
and these were only for use by the teachers, meaning students had no access to computers at
school 90 . The machines Al-Juwaideh recently received are 22 computers running Windows 2000.
These computers, despite being received well after the 2005 date of Um Al-Hiran’s new Pentium
4s, are nearly identical to the oldest and most troublesome computers at Um Al-Hiran. It is
unclear why Al-Juwaideh, after waiting so long to receive computers for its students, in the end
received used and outdated machines that are vastly inferior to computers Um Al-Hiran received
approximately two years ago. Regardless of the reasoning, it is undeniable that Al-Juwaideh has
been treated unfairly by the Ministry and poorly supplied. If the Ministry of Education is truly
interested in maintaining the top-down control of its schools, it has the responsibility to make a
89
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better effort to treat the schools that depend on it in a more equitable manner. Although
unconfirmed by the research, there is the possibility that the Ministry sees the computer
education department at Al-Juwaideh as either a low priority or a lost-cause all together. If this is
in fact the case, the Ministry must realize that undersupplying such a school only creates a selffulfilling prophecy, meaning computer education at Al-Juwaideh will certainly never succeed. If
this is not the case and the Ministry views Al-Juwaideh as priority school in need of help, then
more must be done to supply the school with equipment equal to that of the equipment given to
other public schools inside and around Amman.

5: Rearrangement of Schedule for Computer Classes
Students in the 9th grade at both Um Al-Hiran and Al-Juwaideh have two 45 minute
computer classes per week. At Um Al-Hiran, these classes are scheduled back to back as
essentially one integrated session. However, at Al-Juwaideh the first class takes place on Sunday
and the second class takes place on Tuesday. This first class is theoretical and includes a lecture
from the teacher that explains a certain computer concept. The second class is practical, intended
to give students time to practice what was learned in the lecture. Unfortunately, due to the day of
break between the two classes, students often forget what was learned in the lecture and perform
poorly in the practice session 91 .
It is the recommendation of this research that schools be allowed and are encouraged to
rearrange class schedules to place computer lectures and practice sessions closer to together if
such a step is deemed necessary. According to Ministry of Education rules, schools must first get
permission their Directorate before making scheduling changes 92 . This permission should
therefore be granted upon a school’s request. Rearranging the schedule so computer classes are
closer together is a relatively simple way to maximize the effectiveness of the limited time
teachers have with students without requiring students to stay in school longer than usual.

6: More Teacher Control over the Curriculum
As explained in the “Background” section, the curriculum for computer education comes
directly from the Ministry of Education in the form of a book which provides rules on what
91
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material should be taught as well as how to teach it. While such a book may be a way for the
Ministry to require a certain standard for computer education in its public schools, this level of
Ministry control in practice is excessive and hurts teacher creativity. During interviews with the
computer supervisors and teachers, there was an overriding sense of powerlessness felt by these
individuals. Some interviewees, when asked how computer education could be improved without
involving the Ministry, responded that they had “no ability to do anything” as any changes
required Ministry approval 93 , while others simply stated that they had no ideas whatsoever 94 .
These responses and the general demeanor of interviewees when talking about the Ministry
indicated that these educators felt suffocated by the Ministry’s need to plan their jobs down to
every last detail and to prevent them from implementing new ideas without explicit permission.
Again, although ensuring certain standards is a positive goal, individual teachers often have a
better understanding of their students’ capabilities and challenges than the Ministry of Education
does. While the Ministry and its employees are relatively removed from the various schools it
supervises, teachers are interacting with their students on a daily basis and should be the most
qualified to evaluate specific student needs outside of Jordan’s general goals for computer
education. At the same time, these teachers are in theory barred from changing the subjects they
teach in any significant way.
Despite all the rules from the Ministry, both of the teachers interviewed had found ways
to improve on the Ministry’s education plan while trying to work within its guidelines. At AlJuwaideh, the Computer Teacher reported that when there is time, he tries to give students extra
lessons not found in the Ministry’s handbook. For example, he teaches students early on about
useful keyboard commands such as “Ctrl-C” and “Ctrl-V” for copy and paste, both of which are
used all the time and yet are absent from the Ministry’s handbook for teaching 95 . Nonetheless,
the teacher reported that he would like to move through the curriculum faster and change the
arrangement of teaching certain subjects as the Ministry’s handbook is organized strictly from
the easiest concept to the most difficult96 and therefore does not always group topics that could
effectively be taught together. At Um Al-Hiran, the teacher expressed even more defiance when
questioned about how he might improve the Ministry’s curriculum. The teacher made statements
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such as “we are not afraid of the Ministry” and said that he changes his style of teaching if he
thinks it will reach students more effectively 97 . He also tries, like the teacher at Al-Juwaideh, to
give students extra lessons not found in the handbook and mentioned how he moved the
theoretical class into the lab so that the normal writing activities could be transferred onto
computer applications 98 . These types of creative thinking, in the opinion of the researcher,
should not just be tolerated by the Ministry but instead encouraged. When teachers are able to
tailor their lesson plans to the students they are familiar with, there is a greater potential for
students to learn. Furthermore, encouraging teacher creativity has the potential to improve
Jordan’s educational system by leaps and bounds over time not only by helping students but by
letting teachers grow as educators and broaden their skills as well. Specifically, when teachers
have input on their lesson plans it gives them a sense of ownership and responsibility for their
work, which in turn encourages teachers to put in more effort as the education is dependent on
them and not solely on the Ministry. Furthermore, allowing teachers to have input on the
curriculum does not negate the Ministry handbook as a teaching tool. Instead, the Ministry
handbook could be seen as a guide for teachers rather than a set of orders and teachers would be
responsible for ensuring that students understand all of the book’s concepts. There has to be an
allowance however for teachers do develop more of their own style, meaning teachers should
have input on what methods should be used to teach the concepts to students, the arrangement of
the material, and other changes made at the teacher’s discretion in the interest of the improving
the course and the student’s experience.
Already, there are signs that the Ministry is interested in relaxing its iron-grip on the
educational system. Recently, computer teachers and supervisors have been allowed to install
programs unlicensed by the Ministry on school computers if their usage is meant to benefit
students and to help them learn. The Computer Supervisor at Um Al-Hiran mentioned that
several of his friends had developed educational software and that has the ability to install these
programs on the school’s computers if he decides to do so 99 . He also noted that teachers can now
design their own websites and use their own PowerPoint presentations in class, and that while
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these allowances don’t mean teachers can design their own curriculum, they are still a step in the
right direction 100 .

7: Improve Training Courses for Teachers
One of the most direct ways to broaden computer teachers’ skills is to offer training
programs through the Ministry of Education. Currently, the Ministry offers free, basic training
courses for its computer teachers. These courses include ICDL, CCNA, MCSE/MCSA, and A+
Computer Maintenance, as well as special courses for specific tasks. ICDL, or the International
Computer Driving License, is an entry level computer certification that indicates proficiency in
basic IT concepts, using a computer to manage files (as with Windows Explorer), word
processing (Microsoft Word), spreadsheets (Microsoft Excel), databases (Microsoft Access),
presentations (Microsoft PowerPoint), and information and communication (Internet Explorer,
Outlook, etc.) 101 . CCNA, or Cisco Certified Network Associate, is a course that teaches how to
install, configure, and operate various types of networks including wireless area networks
(WANs) and local area networks (LANs) 102 . MCSA, or Microsoft Certified Systems
Administrators, is a training course for administering network and systems environments based
on Microsoft Windows operating systems 103 . MCSE, or Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer, is
a course for training a teacher to be able to design and implement an infrastructure solution that
is based on the Windows operating system and Microsoft Windows Server System software 104 .
Examples of more specific training courses mentioned in interviews included a simple course
entitled “E-Learning” that instructs teachers how to use the Ministry of Education website to
submit student grades and access Ministry news, as well as a two-day training course to instruct
computer supervisors how work switches on the school modem 105 .
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The usefulness of these courses varies from teacher to teacher. Most of the individuals
interviewed had received their ICDL and CCNA training privately and therefore were not
required to take any of the Ministry training courses 106 . One individual who did take ICDL
through the Ministry course was the Computer Teacher at Um Al-Hiran, who described the
training as of “medium” quality 107 . One of the main problems with the Ministry training is that
nothing is offered beyond the basic courses. Most of the teachers and supervisors complained
that the Ministry of Education currently did not offer any course advanced enough for them to
benefit from. Both computer teachers interviewed noted that computers are a constantlychanging field, and that the burden was on the teachers themselves to keep their computer skills
and knowledge up-to-date 108 . It is therefore recommended that the Ministry make an effort to
either offer more advanced computer courses in-house or to offer to pay for private training
courses in advanced subjects. Effective computer teachers are not just trained educators, but also
individuals who are knowledgeable in their field. Such training options would also be another
way to increase teacher morale and commitment to their work with the knowledge that the
Ministry is interested in helping them develop their own computer skills.
Although advanced training courses are a recommended improvement to the Ministry’s
training program, one required element is that if the Ministry introduces a new computer class
for students, it must make sure that teachers are trained and qualified to instruct the new course.
An example of where this didn’t happen was when the Ministry first decided to start teaching
Adobe Photoshop as program in computer classes for the first level of the secondary stage (the
equivalent of the 11th grade in the United States). When this decision was made, the Ministry
neglected to offer teachers training in how to use or how to teach Photoshop and as a result many
computer teachers in public schools were unqualified to instruct a course that they were required
to teach 109 . Then, if a teacher did not have prior knowledge of Photoshop and wanted to have an
idea about what he was teaching, he would have had to have paid for private training out of his
own pocket 110 . This type of situation is unacceptable. There should be little argument that if the
Ministry of Education wants its teachers to offer students a new course, it is the Ministry’s
106
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responsibility (financial and otherwise) rather than the teacher’s to ensure that educators have the
proper skills to be able to instruct the new class. One source informed the researcher that he had
heard that since the time of this incident, the Ministry has corrected the situation and now offers
training in any new course that is to be introduced. However, when clarification was requested
from officials within the Ministry, this point was never responded to, leaving the issue
unconfirmed as of the date of publication of this research. Regardless, the Ministry should either
offer this type of training itself or pay for private training if necessary. Finally, all training
available from the Ministry should accessible and easily found on the Ministry of Education
website. If a new training course is being offered, it may also be beneficial to send out a massemail to teachers informing them of its availability.

8: Improve Communication between Ministry of Education and School Staff
Several problems were reported in regards to communication between the Ministry and
its teachers, supervisors, and administrators at public schools. The first of these issues is in
regards to electronic communication via email. Both the Computer Teacher and the
Administrator at Al-Juwaideh reported that although it is easy to send an email with a question to
the Ministry, getting a response is either rare or extremely slow. The Administrator commented
that although he can send the Ministry an email, it is unlikely that his opinions will be listened
to 111 . The Computer Teacher mentioned that the last time he sent an email to the Ministry, it took
three months to get an answer back from them 112 . He added that if a teacher wants the Ministry
to listen to him, he would need an appointment with the specific manager who handles the issue
of concern 113 . Unfortunately, such meetings, regardless of how hard they may be to attain, are
not an option for teachers due to the schedule of work hours. Teachers are usually not allowed to
leave their schools until their classes are finished, meaning that if they want to visit the Ministry
of Education, it has to be done after the end of the school day 114 . However, the end of the school
day essentially coincides with the end of work hours for many employees at the Ministry,
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meaning that once a teacher’s work is done, most Ministry employees will be getting ready to
leave the office 115 .
In light of these issues, the Ministry should change its communication policies in one of
two ways. The first option is to assign more staff to handle electronic communications from
teachers. If a teacher sends the Ministry a question or comment, an appropriate response should
be sent in a reasonable amount of time rather than after several months. The Ministry should also
encourage such communications from teachers in order to extract new ideas, suggestions, and
feedback for developing Ministry policies and improving teaching practices at public schools.
An open dialogue between the Ministry and its employees can only benefit both parties. The
second option is to shift forward working hours for departments at the Ministry that might be
able to help teachers in person. It is possible however that such a shift could disrupt Ministry
work. In this case, relevant departments should be willing to accommodate meetings with
teachers by arranging meeting times after regular work hours. Teachers must be seen as a
resource for the Ministry to learn from rather than a burden. At the same time, teachers must be
willing to contact or visit the Ministry with their suggestions or questions rather than avoiding
communication.

9: Modification of Hardware Repair Policies
As described previously, all computers in public school computer labs are the property of
the Ministry of Education. Currently, this means that no school employees are allowed to open
lab computers for any reason 116 . If lab computers develop problems, technical support is
available for computer hardware. Software technical support is effectively unavailable, and the
staff at both schools reported that they try to solve their own software problems without
involving the Ministry 117 . This technical support does not come from the Ministry itself, but
instead from private companies contracted by the Ministry. When a problem is discovered, the
school’s computer supervisor writes up a report and calls the relevant department at the school’s
directorate, whose staff in turn contacts the computer supplier in order to send a technician to the
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school 118 . Opinions were mixed about the quality of the hardware technical support. At AlJuwaideh, the staff had a positive opinion of the hardware technical support available to them 119 .
However, at Um Al-Hiran there were complaints that the response time for these technicians was
too slow and that when they do show up, they will often make the repair only to replace the
entire machine two days later 120 . The entire process was described as too time consuming and
that it wasted the student’s time for learning 121 .
The rules forbidding opening school computers is certainly an effective way to ensure
unqualified individuals at schools do not tamper with the computers and cause more problems.
However, given the intermittent inefficiencies of the hardware repair system, there are ways for
the Ministry to relax its rules and increase efficiency. The Ministry should authorize computer
teachers and supervisors who are proficient in computer maintenance and repair to be able to
open school computers for simple repairs, leaving the private company repair process for more
serious technical issues. This proficiency could be determined by the possession of certificates
from computer repair courses or other official qualifications at the digression of the Ministry.
Allowing staff to make simple repairs should reduce the workload for technicians from the
contracted private companies, in turn improving their response time for fixing serious issues with
Ministry computers. Again, what constitutes a “simple repair” versus a “serious issue” can also
be defined by the Ministry in order to increase the likelihood that the new rules wouldn’t cause
more problems than they would solve.

10: Begin Computer Education Classes Earlier
Computer education classes at each public school begin at the 7th grade level and
continue on through the end of the secondary stage. However, each educator who was asked for
an opinion about this system suggested that computer education begin earlier than 7th grade,
specifically in fourth 122 or fifth grade 123 . One teacher commented that there was significant
pressure from the administration for him to teach students more and more skills, and that there
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was rarely enough time to be able to achieve this 124 . In the future it will be more and more
common for children in Jordan to be growing up with computers in the household, meaning the
educational system can take advantage of this exposure by offering classes earlier. Spreading out
the curriculum over more years, like with any subject, will also help students gain proficiency in
a wider-variety of computer subjects and at a deeper level than otherwise possible.

11: Expand the Number of Programs Taught
Within the current span of time that computer education classes are offered to students,
the Ministry should offer a greater variety of computer subjects. According to the Computer
Teacher at Um Al-Hiran, there is a significant amount of repetition in the current course-load
that could be eliminated. Specifically, subjects like Microsoft Access, Excel, PowerPoint, and
Word are taught year after year and taught in the same way without an increase in difficulty,
meaning students in the 7th, 8th, and 9th grade have essentially identical curriculums for Microsoft
Office 125 . This repetition was also reflected in student responses on the Questionnaire. One of
the most common responses was a request that new programs be taught in the curriculum,
indicating that students are unhappy with the lack of variety that currently exists. It is therefore
first recommended that the Ministry introduce new programs into the curriculum, with a focus on
imparting computer skills that will be useful in the future, as many programs currently in the
curriculum such as Quick Basic are aging and becoming less useful as time goes on. Two
excellent ideas from the student Questionnaire comments were for a class on how computer parts
work and for a class about how to use the internet (for example internet searches and research for
reports). The first of these suggestions of course requires that the Ministry allows its computers
to be opened by school staff. The second suggestion indicates that students may not be learning
at home how to use the internet most effectively, which in the researcher’s opinion is one of the
most important skills a student of computers can learn for the future. Secondly, if essential
programs such as Microsoft Office are to be taught to multiple grades, each successive year with
the program needs to focus on teaching more advanced skills rather than repeating the same
curriculum.

12: Increase Teacher Salaries
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The following suggestion is the only suggestion provided in this research that is a
straightforward request for more funding. Many of the school teachers that the researcher
encountered reported that they had to work second jobs in the hours after school in order to make
ends meet. For example, the English Teacher at Al-Juwaideh always had to leave school right at
the end of his classes in order to work as a taxi driver, which left him no time to work on lesson
plans or prepare for his upcoming classes later in the week. Given that the Ministry does not pay
its teachers enough for it to be their sole occupational focus, one must question how much the
Jordanian government values teachers as part of the educational system. If the Ministry is
interested in developing great teachers in the future, it must pay them enough to allow them to
focus on teaching and not on juggling multiple jobs. Teaching must be an option for a career and
not “just another job.” If this can be achieved teachers will likely take more pride in their work
which in turn will have a tangible benefit for students.
When an inquiry about this was forwarded to the Ministry, an official commented that the
need for teachers to work more than one job was indeed a problem, adding that this was not just
limited to teachers, but that staff at the administrative level also often have more than one line of
work 126 . The official said that any decision to give teachers a raise must come from the Jordanian
government and that the absence of this decision is a problem for the “educational program. 127 ”
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VII. Conclusion
The current research expanded on available studies of computer education in Jordan by
offering limited case studies of two public schools outside of Amman. These studies
demonstrated in which areas these schools have faced troubles in the implementation of
computer education, many of which are relevant to public schools as a whole in Jordan.
Specifically, this study elucidated how large a role the Ministry of Education plays in computer
education in its public schools and where this amount of control may be impairing a school’s
ability to educate its students most effectively. In general, the Ministry is encouraged to relax
some of its authority over the current system and allow more input from teachers on how to best
educate students. At the same time, the researcher recognizes that biases exist based upon his
prior experiences with the more liberalized American education system and that many of the
Ministry’s policies are necessary given the needs of Jordan as a relatively young nation
undergoing, in many areas, rapid development. Nonetheless, the research encourages individual
schools and their teachers to take on more responsibility in the educational system. Teachers and
administrators must resist seeing themselves as victims or puppets of a larger bureaucracy and
instead do their best to cooperate with the Ministry with the goal of better education for Jordan’s
youth.
With these ideals in mind, this study also provides numerous, practical suggestions for
the improvement of computer education in Jordanian public schools. Especially in the light of
the ambition and resulting cost of programs such as “”ﻣﺪارس إﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻓﻴﺔ, the suggestions in this
report are relatively low in cost and in the opinion of the researcher, entirely feasible if educators
are sincerely interested. Secondly, several suggestions are for adjustments to the current system
rather than demands for large amounts of additional resources, the latter of which are usually
both desirable and difficult to obtain.
With these conclusions also come suggestions for where the current research could have
been improved as well as ideas for future studies. These suggestions are dealt with individually
and are as follows:
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a) Greater Use of Statistical Analysis
Given the amount of quantitative data available from the Questionnaire, the researcher
would have liked to have had access to statistical analysis programs such as SPSS. The current
research was only able to determine to a limited extent where significant differences existed
between categories of data and the opportunity to do more statistical analysis may have allowed
for additional conclusions to be made. Such programs are also very useful for performing
considerable amounts of analysis in limited time periods, such as the relatively short period of
time available for the current research.
b) Additional Interviews to Provide Perspective
The researcher, given more time, would have liked to interview more individuals from
the Ministry of Education, individuals from Jordan’s top employers, and individuals from
Jordan’s most respected universities. Although individuals from the Ministry were sought out
and responded to some extent, the considerable bureaucracy at the Ministry made it difficult for
the researcher to find appropriate and willing persons to interview. Follow-ups to the emailinterview for clarification of some answers were not responded to as of the date of publication of
this research, although it is unclear why this was the case. Because of these difficulties, the
Ministry’s perspective is somewhat underrepresented in this research relative to the perspective
of its employees at the individual schools. The researcher considers the findings to be reliable as
most of the criticisms of the research are based upon more objective observation in addition to
the opinions of schools staff. Nonetheless, greater Ministry participation in the interview process
would have allowed for a wider diversity of opinions.
Interviews with Jordan’s employers and universities would have had the benefit of
double-checking the responses of the educators that were interviewed, specifically about what
computer skills are desired of students who wish to find academic and professional success in the
future. Such interviews would perhaps have been able to provide more specifics about which
skills are valued the most and whether or not these organizations have been satisfied with the
performance of graduates of the public school system.
c) Questionnaire Revisions
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Future research may benefit from consultation with Jordanian psychological
professionals and researchers for the purpose of designing a Questionnaire for extremely large
samples of public schools students. Specifically, these researchers may be able to provide insight
on how to best phrase questions so that Jordanian youth will find a Questionnaire less
challenging as well as how to best employ survey items such as Likert scales to best ensure that
data are valid. While the Questionnaire from the current research was effective given the sample
sizes at the two schools, a mass-questionnaire to be administered at many schools would require
additional streamlining due to the amount of students being surveyed. Secondly, the opportunity
to administer such a Questionnaire at many schools would benefit from assistance from the
Ministry of Education so that the Questionnaire could be distributed in a more official capacity
to ensure cooperation from schools and their students.
d) Family Dynamics
Due to the time and resource limitations of this research, interviews were not conducted
with the parents of students. Such interviews, if conducted on a large enough scale, may have
shed light on the extent to which parents of students at the schools consider computer education
to be important for their children’s future. The extent of this interest could help determine if the
proposal of an after-school program would be welcomed as well as how much student at the two
schools are being encouraged to pursue their education.
e) Socio-Economic Status (SES) Issues
Future research would certainly benefit from investigating how the SES of a student’s
family interacts with his or her success in computer education courses. For example, are students
from a high SES more likely to have better computer equipment and/or internet in their homes
and how do such factors improve students’ ability to learn in school? Secondly, it would be
interesting to determine the interaction between the average SES of a student from a given
community and the quality of the computer lab in the school of that community. For example, do
poorer communities, on average, receive less or lower quality computer equipment from the
Ministry of Education? Such a study is essential for determining how fair Ministry policies are in
their funding of school computer labs.
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f) Gender Issues
Perhaps one of the most important courses for future research would be to examine the
issue of gender in computer education. The current research was limited to research at boys’
schools due to time constraints as well as to increase the likelihood of cooperation from the
individual schools themselves given that the researcher was male and would be interacting with
students. However, future research should compare computer education programs at boys’
schools and girls’ schools. Questions may include whether or not the quality of the computer
equipment is the same, does the curriculum differ significantly, are female students encouraged
to pursue ICT education as much as male students, and are there equal opportunities for female
programmers in the post-high school stages?
Additionally, the Bryson and De Castell article “New Technologies and the Cultural
Ecology of Primary Schooling” (from the “Rationale” section) noted several interesting gender
issues that affected computer education in schools in British Columbia. The authors found that
school staff assumed computers to be a male’s area of specialty and therefore male computer
supervisors were considered more competent than their female counterparts128 . Although the
schools in British Columbia were co-educational, the findings still raise questions about similar
issues that may be present in the Jordanian system. Specifically, of the computer supervisors
hired by the Jordanian Ministry of Education, what percentage are female? More importantly, are
females encouraged to apply for such a position and what is the work environment like for
female supervisors in their interactions with the Ministry? There are certainly many other
questions to be asked concerning gender in Jordanian computer education, and researchers
should consider such questions as models for future studies.
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VIII. Appendices
The following pages contain the documentation used during for the research. This
documentation consists of the two versions of the Questionnaire, the Arabic consent forms used
for interviews and the Questionnaire, and the original English-language versions of these consent
forms for reference. The attached CD for this report includes two additional appendices
(Appendices G and H) for photographs taken during the research.
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Appendix A: Computer Education Questionnaire for Al-Juwaideh

اﺳﺘﺒﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮﺑﺔ:
اﻟﻌﻤﺮ ................... :ﺳﻨﺔ.

اﻟﺼﻒ................................:اﻷﺳﺎﺳﻲ.

ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻤﺎت :أﺟﺐ ﻋﻦ آﻞ ﺳﺆال ﺣﺴﺐ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﺘﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻮﺿﻮع .ﺳﻴﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﺼﺪق ﺑﺎﻹﺟﺎﺑﺔ
ﻣﻦ ﻃﺮﻗﺔ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﺑﻤﺪرﺳﺘﻚ.
اﻟﺮﻗﻢ

اﻟﺒﻨﺪ

1

هﻞ ﺗﺴﺘﻄﻴﻊ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟

2

إذا أﺟﺒﺖ ﺑﻨﻌﻢ ،هﻞ هﻨﺎك ﺧﺪﻣﺔ اﻻﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ ﻟﺬﻟﻚ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب؟

3

هﻞ هﻨﺎك ﺣﺎﺳﻮب ﻣﺰود ﺑﺨﺪﻣﺔ اﻻﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻚ؟

4

هﻞ أﻧﺖ راض ﻋﻦ ﺟﻮدة ﺗﺪرﻳﺲ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻚ؟

5

هﻞ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ أﻧﻚ ﺳﺘﻠﻢ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻌﻠﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﺣﺎل اﻧﺘﻬﺎﺋﻚ ﻣﻦ هﺬﻩ
اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ؟

6

إذا ﺳﻤﺤﺖ ﻟﻚ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺣﻮاﺳﻴﺒﻬﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻧﻬﺎﻳﺔ
اﻟﺤﺼﺺ اﻟﻤﻘﺮرة آﻞ ﻳﻮم ،هﻞ ﺗﻬﺘﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻘﺎء ﺑﻌﺪ دوام
اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﻻﺳﺘﻌﻤﺎل اﻟﺤﻮاﺳﻴﺐ؟

ﻧﻌﻢ

ﻻ
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ﺗﺤﺘﺎج اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﺗﺤﺪﻳﺪ اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﺑﺸﺪة وﻋﺪم اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﺑﺸﺪة ﻟﻠﻌﺒﺎرات اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻴﺔ:
ﻓﻲ آﻞ ﻋﺒﺎرة ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻌﻤﻮد اﻷﻳﻤﻦ ،ﺿﻊ داﺋﺮة ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﻨﺪوق اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ ﻟﻺﺷﺎرة إذا
آﻨﺖ ﻻ ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ ﺑﺸﺪة  ،ﻻﺗﻮاﻓﻖ ،ﻻ ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ أو ﻻ ﺗﻌﺎرض ،ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ أو ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ ﺑﺸﺪة ﻋﻠﻰ
آﻞ ﻋﺒﺎرة .اﻟﺮﺟﺎء أن ﺗﻀﻊ ﻓﻘﻂ داﺋﺮة واﺣﺪة ﻟﻜﻞ ﻋﺒﺎرة:

ﺟﻮدة ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻲ
ﺟﻴﺪة.

أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﻻ أواﻓﻖ
أواﻓﻖ
وﻻ
أﻋﺎرض

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﺟﻮدة أﺟﻬﺰة اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻲ
)ﻣﺜﻞ ﻟﻮﺣﺔ اﻟﻤﻔﺎﺗﻴﺢ ،اﻟﺸﺎﺷﺎت....،اﻟﺦ(
ﺟﻴﺪة.

أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﻻ أواﻓﻖ
أواﻓﻖ
وﻻ
أﻋﺎرض

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﺟﻮدة ﺑﺮﻣﺠﻴﺎت اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻲ
ﺟﻴﺪة )ﻣﺜﻞ  ،ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ ﻧﻈﺎم اﻟﺘﺸﻐﻴﻞ ،
وﺑﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب...........،اﻟﺦ(
ﺟﻴﺪة.

أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﻻ أواﻓﻖ
ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
وﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
أﻋﺎرض

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة
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ﻳﻌﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب أﻣﺮ
ﺿﺮوري ﻟﻠﺘﻮﻇﻴﻒ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺘﺨﺮج.

أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﻻ أواﻓﻖ
أواﻓﻖ
وﻻ
أﻋﺎرض

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة
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أﻣﻠﺊ ﻓﻲ اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻴﺔ:
إذا أﺟﺒﺖ ﻧﻌﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺴﺆال اﻷول ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺪول اﻷول ،آﻢ ﻋﺪد اﻟﺴﺎﻋﺎت
-1
اﻷﺳﺒﻮﻋﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻓﻴﻬﺎ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟
.............................................................................................
إذا أﺟﺒﺖ ﻧﻌﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺴﺆال اﻷول ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺪول اﻷول،هﻞ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب
-2
اﻟﻤﺰود ﺑﺎﻻﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ ﺣﺎﺳﻮب ﺷﺨﺼﻲ أم ﻣﺸﺘﺮك؟
.............................................................................................
ﻓﻲ اﻟﻔﺮاغ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ  ،أآﺘﺐ اﻻﻗﺘﺮاﺣﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺴﻦ ﻣﻦ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام
-3
اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻚ.
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
ﺷﻜﺮا ﺟﺰﻳﻼ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻌﺒﺌﺔ هﺬﻩ اﻻﺳﺘﺒﺎﻧﺔ .
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Appendix B: Computer Education Questionnaire for Um Al-Hiran

اﺳﺘﺒﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮﺑﺔ:
اﻟﺼﻒ................................:اﻷﺳﺎﺳﻲ.

اﻟﻌﻤﺮ ................... :ﺳﻨﺔ.

ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻤﺎت :أﺟﺐ ﻋﻦ آﻞ ﺳﺆال ﺣﺴﺐ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﺘﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻮﺿﻮع .ﺳﻴﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﺼﺪق ﺑﺎﻹﺟﺎﺑﺔ
ﻣﻦ ﻃﺮﻗﺔ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﺑﻤﺪرﺳﺘﻚ.
اﻟﺮﻗﻢ

اﻟﺒﻨﺪ

1

هﻞ ﺗﺴﺘﻄﻴﻊ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟

2

إذا أﺟﺒﺖ ﺑﻨﻌﻢ ،هﻞ هﻨﺎك ﺧﺪﻣﺔ اﻻﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ ﻟﺬﻟﻚ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب؟

3

هﻞ هﻨﺎك ﺣﺎﺳﻮب ﻣﺰود ﺑﺨﺪﻣﺔ اﻻﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻚ؟

4

هﻞ أﻧﺖ راض ﻋﻦ ﺟﻮدة ﺗﺪرﻳﺲ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻚ؟

5

هﻞ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ أﻧﻚ ﺳﺘﻜﺘﺴﺐ ﺗﻌﻠﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﺣﺎل اﻧﺘﻬﺎﺋﻚ ﻣﻦ هﺬﻩ
اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ؟

6

إذا ﺳﻤﺤﺖ ﻟﻚ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺣﻮاﺳﻴﺒﻬﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻧﻬﺎﻳﺔ
اﻟﺤﺼﺺ اﻟﻤﻘﺮرة آﻞ ﻳﻮم ،هﻞ ﺗﻬﺘﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻘﺎء ﺑﻌﺪ دوام
اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﻻﺳﺘﻌﻤﺎل اﻟﺤﻮاﺳﻴﺐ؟

ﻧﻌﻢ

ﻻ
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ﺗﺤﺘﺎج اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﺗﺤﺪﻳﺪ اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﺑﺸﺪة وﻋﺪم اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﺑﺸﺪة ﻟﻠﻌﺒﺎرات اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻴﺔ:
ﻓﻲ آﻞ ﻋﺒﺎرة ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻌﻤﻮد اﻷﻳﻤﻦ ،ﺿﻊ داﺋﺮة ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﻨﺪوق اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺐ ﻟﻺﺷﺎرة إذا
آﻨﺖ ﻻ ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ ﺑﺸﺪة  ،ﻻﺗﻮاﻓﻖ ،ﻻ ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ أو ﻻ ﺗﻌﺎرض ،ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ أو ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ ﺑﺸﺪة ﻋﻠﻰ
آﻞ ﻋﺒﺎرة .اﻟﺮﺟﺎء أن ﺗﻀﻊ ﻓﻘﻂ داﺋﺮة واﺣﺪة ﻟﻜﻞ ﻋﺒﺎرة:

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﻻ أواﻓﻖ
أواﻓﻖ
وﻻ
أﻋﺎرض

ﻻ أواﻓﻖ
ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
وﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
أﻋﺎرض

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة
ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ

ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﺟﻮدة ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻲ
ﺟﻴﺪة.

أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﺟﻮدة أﺟﻬﺰة اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻲ
)ﻣﺜﻞ ﻟﻮﺣﺔ اﻟﻤﻔﺎﺗﻴﺢ ،اﻟﺸﺎﺷﺎت....،اﻟﺦ(
ﺟﻴﺪة.

أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﺟﻮدة ﺑﺮﻣﺠﻴﺎت اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻲ
ﺟﻴﺪة )ﻣﺜﻞ  ،ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ ﻧﻈﺎم اﻟﺘﺸﻐﻴﻞ ،
وﺑﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب...........،اﻟﺦ(
ﺟﻴﺪة.

أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﻻ أواﻓﻖ
ﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
وﻻ
أواﻓﻖ
أﻋﺎرض

ﻳﻌﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب أﻣﺮ
ﺿﺮوري ﻟﻠﺘﻮﻇﻴﻒ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺘﺨﺮج.

أواﻓﻖ
ﺑﺸﺪة

ﻻ أواﻓﻖ
أواﻓﻖ
وﻻ
أﻋﺎرض
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أﻣﻠﺊ ﻓﻲ اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻴﺔ:
إذا أﺟﺒﺖ ﻧﻌﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺴﺆال اﻷول ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺪول اﻷول ،آﻢ ﻋﺪد اﻟﺴﺎﻋﺎت
-1
اﻷﺳﺒﻮﻋﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻓﻴﻬﺎ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟
.............................................................................................
إذا أﺟﺒﺖ ﻧﻌﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺴﺆال اﻷول ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺪول اﻷول،هﻞ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب
-2
اﻟﻤﺰود ﺑﺎﻻﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ ﺣﺎﺳﻮب ﺷﺨﺼﻲ أم ﻣﺸﺘﺮك؟
.............................................................................................
ﻓﻲ اﻟﻔﺮاغ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ  ،أآﺘﺐ اﻻﻗﺘﺮاﺣﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺴﻦ ﻣﻦ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام
-3
اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪرﺳﺘﻚ.
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
ﺷﻜﺮا ﺟﺰﻳﻼ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻌﺒﺌﺔ هﺬﻩ اﻻﺳﺘﺒﺎﻧﺔ .
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Appendix C: Arabic Consent Form for the Questionnaire

كراشملا ةنابتسال ةيطخ ةقفاو م جذومن ةعبتملا تاءارجإلا
يملاعلا بيردتلا ةسرد م
ندرألا :يعامتجالا ريغتلاو ةثادحلا
ةيندرألا ةيموكحلا سرادملا يف بوساحلا سيردت
ثحابلا  :ةيكيرمألا ةدحتملا تايالولا ،تستوشاسام ،دروف ديم ،ستفت ةعماج  ،ايرجاك ناتيك
ةساردلا فد ﻩ:
ف نع ثحبلل
ف بوساحلا سيردت صصح ةيلعا
اياضق ي أل يدصتلا كلذكو ندر ألا يف ةيموكحلا سراد ملا ي
ف ﻩب ءاقتر الا فدﻩب ميلعتلا اذ ﻩ لثم ﻩجاوت.
لبقتس ملا ي
ةعبتملا تاءارجإلا:
فرعم ريغ ا مامت ةنابتس الا نإ  .ال
فر ملا ةنابتس الا ةئبعت نيكراشملا نم بلطي  .ةلو ﻩجمو ة
مﻩتفرع م بسح ةق
ف م ﻩئامسأ مدختست نلو ا ﻩيلع م ﻩئامسأ عضو نيكراش ملا ىلع يغبني.
ةنابتس الا كلت جئاتن ي
رطاخملا:
عورش ملاب ةكراش ملا ءانثأ اﻩب أبنتي رطاخم يأ كان ﻩ نكي نل.
دئاوفلا:
ةيفيك نيبت تاحرتق م لمعل لبقتسملا يف بوساحلا سيردت نع ةعومجملا تانايبلا وأ تا مولع ملا مدختستس
ف بوساحلا ميلعت نيسحت  .ميلعت ﻩجاوت يتلا اياضقلا لوح ةنا م ألا نوكت امك
ندر ألا يف ةيموكحلا سراد ملا ي
ف م بوساحلا.
ةميقو ةدي
امولعم ت ةساردلل لاصتالا :
ل ىواكشلا وأ تاداقتن الا  ،ةلئس ألا ﻩيجوت متيس:
د  .ليلخلا دمحم( ي ملاعلا بيردتلا ةسرد مل يميداك ألا ريدملا)
لومح ملا فتا ﻩلا0777176318 :
تكل الا ديربلاsitjordan@gmail.com:
ينور
عيقوتلا:
عورش ملا يف ةيعوطتلا يتكراش م ىلع لفسألا يف يعيقوت نيبي.
----------------------------------خيراتلا

----------------------------------عيقوتلا

----------------------------------ر مألا يلو عيقوت  /يصولا( ن م لقأ ناك اذإ 18ةنس )
----------------------------------خي راتلا (طقف ثحابلا)

----------------------------------عيقوتلا (طقف ثحابلا )
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Appendix D: English Version of Consent Form for the Questionnaire
Participant Questionnaire Informed Consent Form
School for International Training
Jordan: Modernization and Social Change
COMPUTER EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN JORDAN
Lead Researcher: Ketan Gajria, Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts, USA
PURPOSE OF STUDY
To research the effectiveness of computer education classes in public schools in Jordan as well as any
issues facing such education with the goal of improving such education in the future.
PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED
Participants are asked to fill out the accompanying questionnaire to the best of their knowledge. This
questionnaire is completely anonymous. Participants should not put their name on the questionnaire and
no names will be used in the results of the questionnaire.
RISKS
No risks are foreseen to be associated with participation in this study.
BENEFITS
Information gathered about computer education will be used in the future to make suggestions about how
to improve computer education in public schools in Jordan. As such, answering honestly and to the best
of your knowledge is both helpful and appreciated.
CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THIS STUDY
Questions, comments, or complaints about this study can be directed to:
Dr. Muhamed Al-Khalil, SIT Jordan Academic Director
Telephone: (962) 077 7176318
Email: sitjordan@gmail.com
SIGNATURE
My signature below signifies my participation in this project:

__________________
Date

________________________________
Signature

________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian (if under 18)
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Appendix E: Arabic Consent Form for Interviews

ﻧﻤﻮذج ﻣﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﺧﻄﻴﺔ ﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرك
ﻣﺪرﺳﺔ اﻟﺘﺪرﻳﺐ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ
اﻷردن :اﻟﺤﺪاﺛﺔ واﻟﺘﻐﻴﺮ اﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ
ﺗﺪرﻳﺲ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪارس اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﻴﺔ اﻷردﻧﻴﺔ
اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ :آﻴﺘﺎن آﺎﺟﺮﻳﺎ  ،ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺲ ،ﻣﻴﺪ ﻓﻮرد ،ﻣﺎﺳﺎﺷﻮﺗﺴﺖ ،اﻟﻮﻻﻳﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة اﻷﻣﺮﻳﻜﻴﺔ
هﺪف اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ :
ﻟﻠﺒﺤﺚ ﻋﻦ ﻓﺎﻋﻠﻴﺔ ﺣﺼﺺ ﺗﺪرﻳﺲ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪارس اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻷردن وآﺬﻟﻚ اﻟﺘﺼﺪي ﻷي ﻗﻀﺎﻳﺎ
ﺗﻮاﺟﻪ ﻣﺜﻞ هﺬا اﻟﺘﻌﻠﻴﻢ ﺑﻬﺪف اﻻرﺗﻘﺎء ﺑﻪ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ .
اﻹﺟﺮاءات اﻟﻤﺘﺒﻌﺔ :
إن اﻟﻤﺸﺎرآﺔ ﺗﻤﺎﻣﺎ ﺗﻄﻮﻋﻴﺔ .ﺳﺘﺠﺮي ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرآﻴﻦ ﺣﻮل ﻣﻮﺿﻮع ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب .إذا رﻏﺐ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرآﻴﻦ،
ﻟﻦ ﻳﺠﺮي إﻋﻼن اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻼت أواﺳﻢ اﻟﺸﺨﺺ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرك ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﻌﻠﻦ وﺳﺮي وﻟﻦ ﻳﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻓﻲ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ .
ﻟﻠﻤﺸﺎرآﻴﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ اﻟﺤﻖ ﺑﺮﻓﺾ اﻹﺟﺎﺑﺔ ﻋﻦ أي ﺳﺆال ،وآﺬﻟﻚ إﻧﻬﺎء اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ أي وﻗﺖ ﻳﺸﺎءوﻧﻪ .
اﻟﻤﺨﺎﻃﺮ :
ﻟﻦ ﻳﻜﻦ هﻨﺎك أي ﻣﺨﺎﻃﺮ ﻳﺘﻨﺒﺄ ﺑﻬﺎ أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﻤﺸﺎرآﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺸﺮوع .
اﻟﻔﻮاﺋﺪ :
ﺳﺘﺴﺘﺨﺪم اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت أو اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻋﻦ ﺗﺪرﻳﺲ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ ﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻣﻘﺘﺮﺣﺎت ﺗﺒﻴﻦ آﻴﻔﻴﺔ
ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪارس اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻷردن .آﻤﺎ ﺗﻜﻮن اﻷﻣﺎﻧﺔ ﺣﻮل اﻟﻘﻀﺎﻳﺎ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻮاﺟﻪ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ
اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ﻣﻔﻴﺪة وﻗﻴﻤﺔ .
ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﻟﻠﺪراﺳﺔ:
ﺳﻴﺘﻢ ﺗﻮﺟﻴﻪ اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ ،اﻻﻧﺘﻘﺎدات أو اﻟﺸﻜﺎوى ل :
د .ﻣﺤﻤﺪ اﻟﺨﻠﻴﻞ ( اﻟﻤﺪﻳﺮ اﻷآﺎدﻳﻤﻲ ﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ اﻟﺘﺪرﻳﺐ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ)
اﻟﻬﺎﺗﻒ اﻟﻤﺤﻤﻮل0777176318:
اﻟﺒﺮﻳﺪ اﻻﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻲsitjordan@gmail.com:
اﻟﺘﻮﻗﻴﻊ :
ﻳﺒﻴﻦ ﺗﻮﻗﻴﻌﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻷﺳﻔﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺸﺎرآﺘﻲ اﻟﺘﻄﻮﻋﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺸﺮوع .
----------------------------------اﻟﺘﺎرﻳﺦ

----------------------------------اﻟﺘﻮﻗﻴﻊ

----------------------------------ﺗﻮﻗﻴﻊ وﻟﻲ اﻷﻣﺮ /اﻟﻮﺻﻲ ( إذا آﺎن أﻗﻞ ﻣﻦ  18ﺳﻨﺔ)

ﺑﺪون إﺳﻢ – ﺻﻨﻊ

----------------------------------اﻟﺘﺎرﻳﺦ (اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ ﻓﻘﻂ)

----------------------------------اﻟﺘﻮﻗﻴﻊ (اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ ﻓﻘﻂ)

:
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Appendix F: English Version of Consent Form for Interviews
Participant Interview Informed Consent Form
School for International Training
Jordan: Modernization and Social Change
COMPUTER EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN JORDAN
Lead Researcher: Ketan Gajria, Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts, USA
PURPOSE OF STUDY
To research the effectiveness of computer education classes in public schools in Jordan as well as any
issues facing such education with the goal of improving such education in the future.
PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED
Participation is completely voluntary. Participants will be interviewed about the subject of computer
education. Interviewees can choose to have the interview be anonymous and the interviewee’s name will
be kept confidential and will not be used in the results of the research. Interviewees have the option to
refuse to answer any question he or she deems objectionable and to terminate the interview at any time.
RISKS
No risks are foreseen to be associated with participation in this study.
BENEFITS
Information gathered about computer education will be used in the future to make suggestions about how
to improve computer education in public schools in Jordan. As such, honesty about the issues facing such
education is helpful and appreciated.
CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THIS STUDY
Questions, comments, or complaints about this study can be directed to:
Dr. Muhamed Al-Khalil, SIT Jordan Academic Director
Telephone: (962) 077 7176318
Email: sitjordan@gmail.com
SIGNATURE
My signature below signifies my voluntary participation in this project:

__________________
Date

________________________________
Signature

Mark here if you wish
to remain anonymous:

________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian (if under 18)

__________________
Date (Researcher only)

________________________________
Signature (Researcher only)

